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STANDARD REQUIREMENTS TOR MEMORIZING LITERARY
MATERIAL IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
I. INTRODUCTION
The amount and character of the memory work required in English
Literature in the elementary school came up as a practical problem in the
Bureau of Educational Research. The question emanated from a Superintend-
ent of Schools who wished to know standards pertaining to memory work.
An attempt was made to find investigations bearing on the subject but the
attempt was unsuccessful. Since there was no literature available, it
was decided to get the material from courses of study.
Two hundred or more courses were examined and about one hundred
which contained memory work were chosen. Later the state courses of
study were eliminated as well as some city courses whose statements re-
garding memory work lacked precision. The number was thus reduced to
fifty city courses of study upon which this report is based. These were
the courses which showed the most complete lists of poems and which con-
tained specific requirements as to the amount of memory work demanded.
An attempt was made to include courses of study from cities of various
sizes and also from cities in various parts of the country. Five were
from cities having a population of more than 250,000, eleven from cities
between 100,000 and 250,000, and thirty-four from cities between 25,000
and 100,000. They were distributed geographically as follows: Twenty from
the North Atlantic states, three from the South Atlantic states, eleven
from the North Central states, eight from the South Central states, and
eight from Western states.

2The following is a classification by location and population of the fifty
cities whose courses of study were used.
Geographical
Divisions
Cities
Total
Over 250,000 1C0000 — 250,000 25,000 -100,000
N. Atlantic Boston, Mass.
Jersey City.N.Y
New York City
3
Bridgeport, Conn.
Rochester, N. Y.
Scranton, Pa.
3
All6nto7/n, Pa.
Altoona, Pa.
Brookline, Mass.
Chelsea, Mass.
East on, Pa.
Erie, Pa.
Fitch burg, Mass.
Harrisburg, Pa.
Haverhill, Mass.
Nashua, N. H.
New Castle, Pa.
Pitts field, Mass
Schenectady, N .Y
Yonkers, N. Y.
14 20
S. Atlantic Washington, D.C
.
1
Richmond, Va.
1
Roanoke, Va.
1 3
N. Centr al Cincinnati, 0.
1
Kansas City, Mo.
Indianapolis, Ind.
St. Paul, Minn.
3
Bay City, Mich.
Flint, Mich.
Lansing, Mich.
Lincoln, Neb.
Madison, Wis.
Neward. , .
Oshkosh, Wis.
7 11
S. Central Louisville, Ky.
1
Austin, Texas
Chattanooga, Teni
Houston, Texas
Forth Worth, Texas
.
Lexington, Ky.
Oklahoma City,0.
Tulsa, Okla.
7
t
ftO
Western Denver, Col.
Portland, Ore.
Spckante 7/ash.
3
Berkely. Cal.
Odgen, utal
Pasadena, Cal.
Salt Lake City ,U
T acorna, Wash.
5 8
1 Total 5 11 34 50

3In carrying out this work differences in the way in which poems
were entered in courses of study necessitated the adoption of certain rules.
Sometimes a long poem was given with the understanding that selections
were to be chosen from it. Other courses made up titles or quoted first
lines of selections from long poems. Therefore, it was decided to enter
separately the selections from a long poem and the long poem when indicated
as a whole. For instance, in Table V it will be seen that "Hiawatha",
"Hiawatha's Childhood", "Hiawatha's Friends", and "Hiawatha's Sailing" are
all mentioned. "Hiawatha" was mentioned by 18 schools; the selection
"Hiawatha's Childhood" by 24 schools; "Hiawatha's Sailing" by 16 schools;
and "Hiawatha's Friends" by 5 schools.
II. PROCEDURE
Each poem was entered on a card (See Figure I), and no matter how
many times it was mentioned or how many courses of study included it, only
one card for that poem was used, in the upper left hand corner of the card
the author's name was written and following it the title of the poem was
entered. Each course of study was given a code number and this number was
entered on each card devoted to a poem mentioned in the course of study in
question. Since a study of standard practice clearly involves the grading
of poems, it was found advisable to indicate on the unit card the grade or
grades in which the courses of study recommended the poem in question.

4FIGURE I CARD USED IN COLLECTING DATA
Author Title
\J» ftUw
1- 2- Suggested for
ivl CluU i V
Others Required
3- Suggested for
Di stiaciion
4-Require
i ur
Memory
5-Mentioned
(Total)
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Observe the column caption M For Study". A course of study entered in this
column was one in which the poem in question was listed for intensive study,
often with the general recommendation that the poem be committed to memory
in part or in whole. The caption "Suggested for Memory Others Required"
refers to courses of study having lists of poems, some of which are starred
as "Required for Memory", while the remainder are merely suggested for
memory. For example, not infrequently a course of study would require eight
poems a year to be memorized, three starred poems being required and the
remaining five being optional except that they were to be chosen from the
unstarred portion of the list. Consequently, a course of study entered
under the caption "Suggested for Memory Others Required" means that the
poem in question was contained in t he unstarred portion of a list having a
few prescribed poems. The caption "Suggested for Memory without Distinction"
refers to courses having long lists from which the teacher may freely
choose a certain number of poems to be memorized during the year. No re-

5quired poems are indicated in the list. If a given poem was contained in
such a list, the code number for the course of study was entered on the card
for the poem in question and under the caption "Suggested for Study without
Distinction". Finally, if a poem is specifically required to be memorized,
the course in which it is required was entered on the card for the poem and
under the caption "Required for Memory". In the last column of the card was
entered the total number of times the poem was mentioned in each grade. The
sum of these entries gave the total number of times the poem was mentioned
in all the courses of study combined. Clearly, this same total was arrived
at by summing the totals of the entries in columns one to four. In other
words, the entries balance in the lower left hand corner and the work checks.
After the data from the fifty courses of study were entered on the cards,
these cards wre sorted so that poems having the same frequency of mention
were put in the same group, in all 2489 different poems were listed in the
courses of study. Of these, 352 were mentioned five or more times. These
poeras constitute the so-called Selected List which forms the basis of this
report.
III. THE SELECTED LIST OF POEMS
Table I contains the complete list of 352 poems mentioned five or
more times in the 50 courses of study. The list is arranged in order of de-
creasing frequency. The poem which was mentioned the greatest number of
times (59) was "America". Some cities mentioned a poem in two or more grades.
This very frequently happened in the case of patriotic poems. The column
headed "Cities Mentioning" indicates the number of different cities whose
courses of study mentioned each poem. As will be observed from Table I,
"America", although mentioned 59 times, was listed by but 30 of the 50 cities.
Thirteen other poems were listed by a greater number of cities. It is rather

6TABLE I
A SELECTED LIST OF POEMS AND PARTS OF POEMS
MENTIONED FIVE OR MORE TIMES IN FIFTY CITY COURSES OF STUDY
No. Author Title
TM mooi lines
Men-
+.4 f\ y\ aA
Men-
+ { o niyit?
Weighted
Value
1 Smith America 59 30 207
44 39 135
3 Field Wynken, Blynken and Nod 43 41 136
4 Longfellow The Village Blacksmith 42 39 134
5 Stevenson My Shadow 42 40 130
L 40 36 122
1 iv ey 38 26 135
Q Stevenson in© wina J" 3? 112
9 Hunt Abou Ben Adhem 35 35 111
10 Longfellow The Arrow and the Song 35 33 116
11 Stevenson Bed in Summer 35 33 102
12 Browning Songs from Pippa Passes 34 30 104
13 Lowell The First Snowfall 34 26 104
14 Bennett The Flag Goes By 33 27 101
15 Hemans The Landing of the Pilgrims 33 30 101
16 Ingelow Seven Times One JJ iijj
17 Tennyson Sweet and Low
i ft wnixxxer fpVi a r» q r* r\ r\ + Rait 33 102
19 Wordsworth The Daffodils 33 27 96
20 Stevenson The Swing 32 31 102
21 Field The Night Wind 31 29 92
22 Holmes Chambered Nautilus 30 28 97
23 Child Thanksgiving Day 29 26 85
24 Drake The American Flag 28 21 94
25 Miller The Blue Bird 28 24
26 Thaxter The Sandpiper 28 27 82

TABLE I (Cont.
)
No. Author
27 Emerson
28 Field
29 Holmes
30 Howe
31 Jackson
32 Larcom
33 Longfellow
34 Sh erman
35 Stevenson
36 Field
37 Tennyson
38 Whittier
39 Bryant
40 Miller
41 Longfellow
42 Tennyson
43 Bryant
44 Kipling
45 Longfellow
46 Shakespeare
47 Bunner
48 Gary
49 Coolidge
50 Longfellow
51 Taylor
52 Whitman
53 Brooks
54 Carlyle
55 Hogg
56 Longfellow
57 Stevenson
58 Stevenson
59 Tennyson
60 Longfellow
61 Lowell
62 Stevenson
63 Alexander
64 Allingham
65 Bjornson
66 Cary
67 Payne
Title
Concord Hymn
Why do the Bells for Christmas
Ring!
Old Ironsides
Battle Hymn of the Republic
October's Bright Blue Weather
The Brown Thrush
Hiawatha's Childhood
Daisies
The Land of Story Book
Little Boy Blue
Bugle Song
The Corn Song
Robert of Lincoln
Columbus
The Day is Done
The Brook
To a Waterfowl
Recessional
Paul Revere' s Ride
Mercy Speech (Merchant of Venice)
One, Two, Three
November
How the Leaves Come Down
The Builders
Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star
Oh, Captain, My Captain
Little Town of Bethlehem
Today
Boy's Song
The Psalm of Life
The Rain
Where Go the Boats
Charge of the Light Brigade
Hiawatha
Vision of Sir Launfal
Windy Nights
All Things Bright and Beautiful
Wis&ing
The Tree
Suppose
Home Sweet Home
Times
Men-
tioned
Cities
Men-
uioning Value
27 24 ft c
27 23 77
27 27 86
27 19 A94
27 25 84
27 25 77
27 24 82
27 24 85
27 26 76
ZO go 76
26 24 77
26 23 78
II IIn
7825 23
25 20 Ij
A A24 23 Ik1
24 24
f\ A24 22
24 23 77
23 it 64
23 1 ft A"*Oj
23 zu 64
23 21 A7
23 23 Z, c:
23 22 I*
22 20 67
22 20 (0
22 ZZ 62
22 20 68
22 22 62
22 21 64
22 22 00
21 18 56
21 17 01
21 19 57
20 20 %20 19
20 19 59
20 19 60
20 13 67

TABLE I (Cont.
)
S
No. Author Title
I Times
1 Men-
I tioned
Cities
Men-
tioning
Uo-i rrVl +vteXgjll \
Value
68 Bryant Planting the Apple Tree 19 19 75
69 Field A Norse Lullaby 19 19 56
70 Houghton Lady Moon 19 lo 56
71 Jackson Down to Sleep 19 19 55
72 Kingsley The Lost Doll 19 19 54
73 Pierpont Warren's Address 19 17
Co59
74 Whittier Snow Bound 19 lo 40
75 Aldrich Marjorie's Almanac lo 17 53
76 Tennyson What Does Little Birdie Say? lo 10 50
77 Whittier In School Days
1lo 17 53
78 Cary Nobility 17 17 53
79 Finch The Blue and The Gray 17 16 51
80 (From the Sleep, Baby, Sleep 17 16 CjI5*
German)
81 MacDonald The Baby 17 17 47
82 Moore A Visit From St. Nicholas 17 17 Cn50
83 Rossetti Boats Sail on Rivers 1
ft
17 lo CI51
84 Thaxter Spring 17 17 49
85 Allingham Robin Redbreast 16 16 46
86 Child Who Stole the Bird's Nest? 16 15 43
87 Emerson The Mountain and the Squirrel 16 16 60
88 Field Rockabye Lady 16 16 46
89 Longfellow Daybreak 16 13 45
90 Longfellow Hiawatha's Sailing 16 16 48
91 Morris Woodman, Spare That Tree 16 15 46
92 Rossetti Who Has Seen the Wind? 16 16 49
93 Stevenson The Cow 16 16 44
94 Bryant March 15 14 41
9 57 X Ho lines The Last Leaf 15* 14 45*
96 Longfellow Ship of State 15 15 49
97 Rands The Child's World 15 12 42
98 Rands The Wonderful World 15 15 44
99 Scott Breathes There a Man 15 15 49
100 Sherman The Four Winds 15 14 42
101 Sill Opportunity 15 15 42
102 Wadsworth Over in the Meadow 15 15 39
103 Aldrich Before the Rain 14 14
*
3
104 Bryant Thanatopsis 14 W 11105 Houghton Good Night and Good Morning 14
13106 Lear The Owl and the Pussy Cat 14 43
107 Shakespeare Under the Greenwood Tree 14 12 38
108 Shelley The Cloud 14 13 36
109 Stevenson Autumn Fires 14 14 40
110 Stevenson The Land of the Counterpane 14 13 47
ed

TABLE I (Cont.)
No. Author fry » i T _Title
Times
Men-
fcioi'i ad
Cities
Men—
tioning
Weighted
Value
Ill Addiscn The Spacious Firmament on High 13 13 36
112 Bryant The Gladness of Nature 13 13 36
113 Bryant The Fringed Gentian 13 13 38
114 Burns A Man's a Man for A' That 13 13 38
115 Cary Don't Give Up 13 13 40
116 Coleridge He Prayeth Well 13 12 35
117 Emerson The Snow Storm 13•
—
*
11 37
118 Field The Sugar Plum Tree 13 12 37
119 Foilen The New Moon 13 13 36
120 Gould Jack Frost 13 12 33
121 Holland Gradatiin 13 11 42
122 Longfellow Rain in Summer 13 12 34
123 Lowell A Day in June 13 11 36
124 Lowell The Fatherland 13 13 39
125 Scott Love of Country 13 12 44
126 Stevenson My Bed is a Boat 13 12 36
127 Stevenson The Sun's Travels 13 11 36
128 Tennyson Break , Break , Break 13 12 40
129 Tennyson Crossing the Bar 13 13 40
130 Tennyson Little Birdie 13 12 36
131 Whittier Barbara Frietchie 13 13 36
132 Allingham The Fairy Folk 12 12 30
133 Coleridge Answer to a Child's Question 12 10 34
134 Field The Duel 12 12 34
135 Field Japanese Lullaby 12 12 33
136 Longfellow Excelsior 12 12 34
137 Lowell The T'cjUYi'fcfti
n
12 11 30
1J0 inacuonai. o. me wina ana &n e mo on Li. 12 3 ci?
139 niley A Sudden Shower 12 10 26
roxonius o aqvicc wo i>u@r ucd 1X£ Xi. 7A
141 1110 ±diXiiiy JL ,I 1 v t k 19 19At 71JA
layxor 1 iove iixxie russy Is 12 33
1 A 7143 Taylor ine violet 12 12 34
144 Wordsworth To a Butterfly 12 11 42
i /i r* Brooks Christmas Everywhere 11
if IIiil Browning Incident of French Camp 11
147 Coop er Come, Little Leaves 11 10 36
148 Hopkinson Hail Columbia! 11 4 31
149 Longfellow Building of the Ship 11 10 29
150 Read Sheridan '8 Ride 11 11 35
151 Riley Little Orphant Annie • 11 11 30
152 Scott My Native Land 11 10 32
153 Sherman The Dewdrop 11 10 32
154 Sherman Golden Rod 11 9 32
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TABLE I (Coni.
)
No. Author Title
Times
Men-
tioned
Cities
Men-
tioning
Weighted
Value
T C If155 Tennyson The Owl 11 10 29
1>6 Thaxter March 11 11 24
lp7 All* n n „.Allison 1X11* J Mm\m. T « » — J n A „ a.Which Loved Best 10 10 30
1 eft sla&e The Lamb 10 10 31
T Cn159 Emerson Father, We Thank Thee 10 10 21
160 Holmes Union and Liberty 10 10 37
1 £.1161 Hugo Good Night 10 10 30
1(2 Krout Little Brown Hands 10 10 28
163 Longfellow The Rainy Day 10 10 28
n La164 Lowell To the Dandelion 10 25
1 L if16,? Newman Lead Kindly Light 10 10 31
166 Perry The Coming of Spring 10 10 27
167 Shelley The Sky Lark 10 10 28
1/0loo Sherman Leaves at Play 10 10 27
169 Stevenson Foreign Children 10 9 25
170 Tennyson Ring Out, Wild Bells 10 10 30
171 Brown The Little Plant 9 9 25
172 Browning A Child's Thought of God 9 9 23
173 Bryant The Death of the Flowers 9 9 25
174 Garabrant Dandelion 9 9 24
175 Gray Elegy in the Country Churchyard 9 9 22
176 Jewett Discontent 9 9 24
177 Kingsi ey The Farewell 9 9
a ft
28
178 Macauley Horatius at the Bridge 9 9 18
179 Moore The Night Before Christmas 9 9 27
loO Riley A Song 9 9 24
T Onlol Riley Knee Deep in June 9 9 27
lo2 Riley The Name of Old Glory 9 9 29
183 Shakesp eare Hark, Hark! the Lark 9 9 23
184 Sherman Clouds 9 9 25
1 ft Clop Steaman What the Winds Bring 9 9 24
l06 Thaxter Wild Geese 9 9 20
1 Q n187 Thomas Talking in Their Sleep 9 9 24
loo Vandergrift The Sand Man 9 9 24
189 Wolfe Burial of Sir John Moore 9 9 27
190 Wordsworth March 9 9 23
191 Wordawo rth To a Skylark 9 9 23
192 Browning How They Brought the Good News 8 8 18
193 Campbell Hohenlinden 8 8 22
194 Edwards A Child's Prayer 8 8 21
195 Field Seein' Things at Night 8 7 18
196 Higinson Four Leaf Clovers 8 8 20
197 Howitt Voice of Spring 8 8 17
198 Jackson October 8 8 25
199 Kipling The Seal's Lullaby 8 8 23
I
TABLE I (Cont.)
11
Times Cities Weighted
Value
>
No. Author Title
.Men-,
tioned
Men-
tioning
200 Larcom If X Were a ounoeam a OA
201 Longfellow Evangeline A a X7
202 Longfellow The Bell of Atrx Q ft 1 ft
203 Longfellow The Old Clock on the Stairs 8 a cc
204 Longfellow The Wreck of the Hesperus Q ft
ft
£.\>
205 Lowell The Heritage a
ft206 Lowell Yussouf ft 1O
207 Procter The Sea 7 1 O
208 Riley Old Glory 8 7 2>
209 Riley The Brook Song 8 8 22
210 Scott Lochinvar 8 7 21
211 Shakespeare Good Name (Othello) Q 23
212 Sherman Snowflakes a ft i 7x f
213 Sherman Wizard Jjrosx a
a
7
1
17
214 Southey Inchcape Rock 71
215 Stevenson Foreign Lands a 0\
216 Tennyson Flower in the Crannied Wall Q ft
217 Tennyson The Throstle Q ft CI
21o Thaxter Little uustava a
a219 Wordsworth The Rainbow L 1Q
220 Bates Who Likes the nam: ' 7 16
221 Brown in the nearx 01 a oeeu
j.
zzz browning nome inougnxs irom Aoroao
'„
17
223 Bryant Song of Marion's Men 1
18
ZZ* uary iney uian x ininic
I
19
00c p « v»zzp oone
i
20
zzo uooper ine wma ana xne weaves 17
227 Cooper WnaX nOcm Tola 01
zzo oooper ine wonaeriux weaver 1?
2Z9 Holland A Christmas Carol 20
ZjO nooa X Remembert I Remember ' 17
231 Lanier Song of the Chattahoochee 7 T 18
232 Lovejoy October Gave a Party 7 7 22
233 Lowell Aladdin 7 7 20
234 Lowell The Finding of the Lyre 7 7 17
235 Mackay Tubal Cain 7 7 17
236 Riley A Life Lesson
] ]
22
237 Rossetti The Wind 18
238 Scott Lullaby of An Infant Chief 17
239 Shakespeare Julius Caesar 21
240 Shakespeare Orpheus with His Lute 17
241 Sherman
(King Henry the Eighth)
15A Real Santa Claus
242 Sherman Hide and Seek 14
243 Sherman Snowbird 15
244 Tate While Shepherds Watched 6 16
245 Taylor A Song of the Camp 7 18
246 Tennyson In Memoriam 6 21
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TABLE I (Cont.
)
Times Cities
Weighted
ValueNo. Author Title Men-tioned
Men-
tioning
247 Tennyson King Arthur 7 7 20
24$ Tennyson Sir Galahad 7 7 17
249 Tennyson Winter 7 7 18
250 Watts The Busy Bee 7 7 15
251 Whittier The Huskers 7 5 15
252 Wordsworth Lucy Gray 7 7 17
253 Wordsworth The Kitten and the Falling Leaves 7 7 17
254 Allison I Love You, Mother 6 6 15
255 Bangs Little Elf Man 6 6 13
256 Blake The Tiger 6 6 17
257 Brown The Seed 6 6 18
258 Burns Bannockburn 6 6 14
259 Byron Eve of Waterloo 6 6 16
260 Campbell Lord Ulin's Daughter 6 6 14
261 Cary Order for a Picture 6 6 18
262 Cary The Leak in the Dike 6 6 15
263 Cornwall The Sea 6 6 19
264 Emerson Duty 6 6 17
265 Emerson The Rhodora 6 6 13
266 Fields The Captain's Daughter 6 6 16
267 Gould The Frost 6 6 16
268 Hale Mary's Lamb 6 6 15
269 Hemans Casabrianca 6 6 12
270 Hogg The Skylark 6 6 15
271 Holland Way to Heaven 6 6 16
272 Howlister Our Flag 6 6 21
273 Jones What Constitutes a State 6 6 15
274 Kingsley Three Fishers 6 6 14
275 Kipling If 6 5 19
276 Kipling L'Envoi 6 6 16
277 Lang Scythe 6 6 14
278 Lear Nonsense Alphabet 6 5 13
279 Longfellow Courtship of Miles Standish 6 6 12
280 Longf ell ow The Ladder of St. Augustine 6 6 17
281 Lovejoy A Laughing Chorus 6 6 16
282 Lowell Stanzas on Freedom 6 6 17
283 McDonald The Little White Lily 6 6 16
284 Mackay The Miller of the Dee 6 6 18
285 Nesbitt Your Flag and My Flag 6 6 20
286 Proctor One by One 6 6 16
28? Rossetti Milking Time 6 6 15
288 Sherman May 6 5 15
289 Stevenson Happy Thought 6 6 15
290 Stevenson Whole Duty of Children 6 6 18
291 Taylor Thank You, Thank You, Pretty Cow 6 6 12
292 Thaxter Chanticleer 6 6 12
293 Wilder Stand by the Flag 6 6 16
294 Wordsworth We Are Seven 6 5 12
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TABLE I (Cont.
)
No. Author Title
Times
Men-
Cities
Men-
IffA ! ,TV% -4* «^ #4wexgnxea
v diuetioned tioning
2?P ai exancier ine curxai 01 mosss cr? crj 1 4
29b AllIngham ine rairies c X J
297 Anonymous The Secret 5 5 13
290 Brooks O A we. A V* A , ' f aea IfA 1 lah a W*oomeooay s mo oner c? J-p
299 Browning The Pied Piper of Hamelin r»5 ft7
300 Bryant The Yellow Violet 5 5 11
301 Burns My Heart's in the Highlands 5 5 13
T r\ f\302 Byron Destruction of Sennacherib c? 13
303 Cary u decuen08 c? cJ 1 ^xj
304 Cowper The Nightingale and the Glo r,,orm c trj X2
305 Delano While Shepherds watched trieir
tflOCKS Dy IMlgnTl
c
J
c
J-P
30b Dodge onowi las ©s c? ila.
30 ( c? tr J-P
JUO sin srao n iicL en ana axx ft tr 1 9
Ton flfan vi c crj 11Am JL
JXU TiM al n*J? 1 oiu B A a!/" Vv.f A Wo Vm Tnocitaoye uaoy c? tr AJ
J*X r loxu 1x10 uxn^ntiju l/u *2 otiiu tins udiicu umu cJ crj 12
neri oru c crP If)
nowxn T'Vi a Va 1 t*i a n f Paldnvi Taw cJ cr If)
3X4 J eini ine 01overs c? cr7 XX
3ip iv eaxs un x>ne arassnopper ana urxcxex cJ 1 9X£
i\ e d j. 9 All rPV'i 4 vt T Wart n + ? ^illaxx inxngs Deauuxiux cJ 1 aJ
31 f uarc jui oaixing xn© vioxex cJ crj Is
310 Lar com ine nxvuiet C? 1 O
319 Longfellow Hiawatha' s Friends c? cr 13
320 Longfellow Rooert of oxcily rf5 cp 11
aoi32 i Longf eilow Sandalphon C5 c XX
Lowell ooinmemo ra uion uue cP cr 13
3<0 Mill er winxer oong tr5 t;P 1 ")12
324 Mimes Goodnight and Goodmorning c? rfP 1 A10
325 Milton A May Morning c5 eP 13
"3 1 £32b Milton Sonnet on His Blindness c5 P IP
327 Moore The Mxnstrel Boy 5 5 13
328 Poulsson The Fxrst Christmas 5 5 14
329 Poulsson While Stars of Christmas Shine 5 5 18
HO Rnoa O+ 'tiXVV BWW VMM V p UAUV IViUwXi cr P 14
331 Ro saa+.'h'li V V O O w w w L TV) p S«r»T "5 aw c? crP 1
"5
jjt Da no a4- + -1no asox. ux wnau does tne cees uo: 5 5 12
333 Sangster We Thank Thee 5 5 18
334 Saxe Blind Men and Elephant 5 5 14
335 Scott Lady of the Lake 5 5 7
33b Shak esp eare Ariel's Song 5 5 12
337 Shaw Columbia, the Gem of the Oeaan 5 5 18
338 Sherman Song for Winter 5 5 8
339 South ey Ladybird, Ladybird 5 4 8340 Stevenson A Good Play
1
5
5
12
16341 Stevenson Farewell to the Farm
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TABLE I (Cont.)
No. Author Title
Times
Mon-
ti on ed
Cities
Men-
tioning
Weighted 1
Value
J
342 Stevenson Singing 5 5 11
343 Stevenson The Moon 5 5 15
344 Stevenson Time to Rise 5 5 13
345 Stoddard Abraham Lincoln 5 5 14
346 Tennyson The Eagle 5 5 13
347 Thaxter April 5 5 12
348 Thaxter Piccola 5 5 11
349 Van Dyke The Song Sparrow 5 5 12
350 Whittier The Three Bells 5 5 9
351 Wordsworth Fidelity 5 4 9
352 Wordsworth The Pet Lamb 5 5 11
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remarkable that 20 out of 50 representative citiee should have failed to
mention "America", when listing poems which they desire their children to
learn. No doubt most, if not all of these cities, required the memorizing of
this poem in connection with the music work. The same condition holds true
for the "Star Spangled Banner" (No. 7) which was mentioned by only half of
the courses of study.
It was felt that more weight ought to be given to a listing of a
poem "Required for Memory" than to a listing in which the poem was merely
"Suggested for Memory", and that still less weight should be given when a
poem was suggested for memory while others, presumably better, were required.
The least weight would seem to be appropriate when poems were merely "Sug-
gested for Study", although it is to be understood that in this case poems
are expected to be much more than merely read by pupils, and parts of them
are often recommended for memorizing. Poems merely recommended for reading
were omitted from this study. In arriving at a judgment, therefore, of the
importance of poems for elementary school use, it was thought proper to
give progressively greater weight to lists made up "For Study" to those made
up of poems "Suggested for Memory Others Required", to those made up of poems
"Suggested for Memory without Distinction", and to those made up of poems
"Required for Memory". Therefore, a weight of one was given to the courses
of study appearing under the caption "For Study"; a weight of two for those
appearing under the caption "Suggested for Memory Others Required"; a
weighting of three to those appearing under the caption "Suggested for
Memory without Distinction; and a weighting of four to those appearing under
the caption "Required for Memory". The number of courses of study indicated
in each column was multiplied by its corresponding weight and the sum of the
products was taken to give the weighted value appearing in the last column
of Table I. For instance, "America" was mentioned as follows:

Frequency Weight Product
1
16
For Study
Suggested fcr Memory
1 1
Others Required
Suggested f r Memory
3 2 6
without Distinction
Required for Memory
20
35
3
4
60
140
207TOTAL
Weighting these frequencies of mention according to, our scheme .we have for the
weighted value of "America" 207 as shown above. Thus, "America" which was
"Required for Memory" 35 times out of the 59 has a weighted value of 207 which
greatly exceeds that of any other poem. Poems "which were mentioned an equal
rumber of times might thus very considerably in weighted value according to the
type of mention which they received. For example, "Abou Pen Adhem", "The
Arrow and the Song", and "Bed in Summer", were all mentioned 35 times, but varied
in weighted value from 102 t* "The Arrow and the Song" which has the weighted
value of 116 and was required for memory 12 times. "Bed in Summer" and "Abou
Ben Adhem" were only required for memory 5 and 9 time3 respectively; hence the
greater weighting received by the "Arrow and the Song" was due to the fact that
more cities required it for memory.
of the poems is the same under the three captions "Times Mentioned", "Cities
Mentioning", and "Weighted Value". The table is arranged according to the
only the first twenty poems according to their arrangements, one finds that
but tv/o of them would fail to be included also in a list of the twenty
poems mentioned by the largest number cf cities. In other words, the twenty
most popular poems according to one arrangement arc also the twenty most
popular poems according to the other arrangement with two exceptions. These
poems are "The Star Spangled Banner" and Lowell's "The First Snowfall". These
poems while having a ranking of 7 and 13 respectively on the basis of "Times
Mentioned" v/ere mentioned in each case by but 26 different eities.
An examination of Table I will show the extent to which the ranking
decreasing frequencies of the column headed "Timed Mentioned". Considering

Again, only one poem (Holmes' Chambered Nautilus) which falls out-
side the first 20 poems according to "Times Mentioned" is entitled to a
ranking among the first 20 on the basis of "Weighted Value". Thus there is
a close correspondence between the rankings on the three bases; and this is
particularly true as between the ranking by "Times Mentioned" and "Weighted
Value". Here as in so many other instances, the introduction of weights
proves to have little practical utility—at least where measures are fairly
large.
At this point it would be natural to introduce mention of the ten,
twenty, thirty, etc, most frequently used poems. Since, however, a reading of
Table I at once discloses this information, it is clearly unnecessary to
repeat here the names and authors of poems. Those interested in selecting for
school use, the poems which are now used to the greatest extent throughout
the country may do so directly from Table I.
IV. DISTRIBUTION OF POEMS
ACCORDING TO FREQUENCY OF MENTION
Table II shows the distribution of poems according to frequency of
mention. One thousand five hundred fifty-five poems or about five-eighths
of the 2489 poems were mentioned by only one of the 50 cities. A great many
of these poems were anonymous and some were very long poems and were, for that
reason, not included in lists of memory selections by most cities. Sectional
prejudices are also evident to a small extent. For example, a number of
Lanier's poems were mentioned by one southern city in particular. However,
only one of these poems was mentioned by enough other cities to place it in
the Selected List. Three hundred fifty-two poems were mentioned five or more
times. These poems were the ones which were taken to make up the Selected
List. One hundred sixty-nine poems were mentioned ten or more times; and

TABLE II
DISTRIBUTION OF POEMS
ACCORDING TO FREQUENCY OF MENTION
Times
Men-
Number
01
P n prfl e
1 1555
2 325
3 159
4 99
5 58
6 41
7 34
8 28
9 21
10 14
11 12
12 13
13 20
14 8
15 9
16 9
17 7
18 3
19 7
20
21
22L- Cm 7i
2~K w
OA. A
£ A
*r
£
12
JJ
l
J*
30 1
31 1
32 1
33 6
34 2
35 3
38 2
40 1
42 2
43 1
44 1
59 1
2489 (total)
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sixty-seven were mentioned twenty or more times; forty-two twenty-five or more
times; and twenty-two thirty or more times. The names of these poems may be
found by referring to Table I which is arranged in decreasing order of fre-
quency.
V. GRADING OF SELECTED LIST
One of the important steps in the study of standards in memory work
is to determine the grades in which the various poems should be taught. Table
III shows a grading of the 352 poems in the Selected List. The numbers in
Column 1 correspond to the numbers preceding the poems in Table I. Thus
poem No. I in Table III is "America** as is poem No. I in Table I. The numbers
under the caption headed "Grades'* indicate the number of times each poem was
mentioned in grades one to eight inclusive. The number under the column
headed "Total" gives the total number of times the poem was mentioned and
corresponds to the heading "Times Mentioned" in Table I. The grade in which
the poem receives the highest frequency of mention was, in general, taken as
the grade to which the poem belonged, the argument being that the majority
of the cities thought this grade the one in which to present it. Poem 1
("America") was mentioned fifteen times in grade two. This is a higher
frequency than was found for it in any other grade; therefore grade two is
the grade suggested as most appropriate for memorizing "America". Similarly,
No. 2 (Longfellow's "The Children's Hour") with a frequency of 20 in grade
three is regarded as most appropriate for that grade. Occasionally a poem
would be found with an equal frequency in two adjacent grades. No. 49
(Coolidge's "How the Leaves Come Down") is an example of this case. The poem
was mentioned eight times in both grades two and three. However, it was
mentioned six times in grade one and only once in grade four. Therefore, the
greater frequency in grade one suggests that the poem is better placed in
grade two than in grade three.

TABLE III
A SUGGESTED GRADING OF POEMS MENTIONED FIVE OR MORE TIMES
20
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
GRADES
I II III IV V VI VII VII]
11 15 10 11 4 4 2 2
•5
J 2 1 o12 4
LD OO 13 2
J
LO 20 12 1
1 20 1
A4 11 15 10
o
s oc 3 LO 11 5 7 2
X*r ID LD 1 1
1 1 o12 15 4 3
o 1 oc 11 10 2 / 1
22 12 X
Af ir
->
LO 4 L 4 5
X A4 11 Q7 Q 1
2 J
LD 10 1 o12
o
c
A4 13 11 2 l
18 XX
•aJ Lo 1 A 71 2 l
2 O xu «> 4
1 inxu 2 10 1 L
23 7i 2
1
1
X 1 7M 2
1 2 10 17
cj a7 2 1
1X iX 4 1 2 Q o 3
o£ 1 1O 7 /b
4 19X7 •f 1
X 4.*r fi LO
XJ 11 J
X 3 14 4 5
1 1 2 oc 3 3 5 10
7 1l£ 4 2
1? If) o
6 16 ?
10 15 2
3 12 11 1X
9 7 6 3 l
1 1 2 11 6 5
1 8 11 6
1 5 11 4 3 l
1 2 8 11 3
1 14 8 2
7 7 5 3 13 2
2 6 8 8
5 19
l 3 9 7 3 1
8
1 2 4 17
4 9 2
Total
59
44
43
42
42
40
38
38
35
35
35
34
34
33
33
33
33
33
33
32
31
30
29
28
28
28
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
26
26
26
25
25
25
25
24
24
24
24
23
Grade
Suggested
II
III
II
IV
I
III
V
II
VI
IV
I
V
IV
V
V
II
III
V
VI
I
IV
VIII
II
VI
II
IV
VI
I
VI
VIII
IV
II
II
II
II
I
VI
V
IV
VII
V
IV
VII
VIII
V
VIII
II

TABLE III (Cont.)
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No.
au p a nn A U TP Q Total
C\y* a A a
OUggSSb OU
I II III
1
IV V VI VII VIII
*u i D Q7 1 J x TTTill
AQ 8 1X 91O TT11
tTn20 O X*r aJ 91 VI
CI9 * 21C X 2 91 T1
2* 1 7 VT TTVlll
7J 1 8 er trj •JJ 22 TTTXX X
ij 1X 11 1J 2 92 V
22 TX X 97 99 TTT111
56 6w 1 1 2 1X 99 TTTVI
57
-7 1 20 2 99CCm T1
58 6 97 71 99 T T11
599 7 2Cm X(J q7 X 99 VI
ij Af o£ 1X X 1X 91 T TII
6l 1 1X 1X 2c tr2 XX 91 WT T TVlll
62 7 10••w 1J 1 91£ X TT11
10Aw 8 1 1 9fi T1
64 KJ 12 9r> TTTIII
65 2 6 11 1 9n TTT111
66 2 9 8 1 20 TT11
67 1 1 1 6 «r 1 1X 2 9n TVIV
68 X c2 X c 1 Q V
69 1 2 X X c9 1 QI7 TTT111
70 9 97 1X 1 QI7 T TII
71 1j ij 97 Af J-7 V
72 8w 8 oc X i a19 II
71 3 L 7 T ft19 VIII
74 X iX c e 2
O 1 ft19 VIII
75/2 4.r X£ lo III
76
( o 10 118 I
77 1X 1X J fto 2 i ftlo V
78 oc ofi 10 3 17 VI
791 7 1X 1X a7 j 1J If ITTVI
8o A9 2 17 I
81 14 2 1X if I
82 3 2 10«w 1 1X if TTTIII
83 14 3 1 7x 1 TI
84 3 8 6 1 7If II
85 2 8 j 1X ID II
86 7
1 7 o lb II
87 2 3 10 1 XO TTfIV
88 5 7 4 16 TTXX
89 2 2 6 3 1 2 16 IV
90 2 11 1 2 16 III
91 2 3 9 2 16 V
92 14 2 16 I
93 15 1 16 I
94 3 2 3 7 15 VI
95 1 2 2 3 7 15 VIII
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TABLE III (Cont.)
No.
G R A D E S Total
In
Grade
Suggested
Ti T Tx J. TTT TV
, y. l VT T 1V1J. | VTT TV J. J. J.
96 1 6 3 2 3 15 V
97 1 4 7 3 15 III
98 4 10 1 15 III
99 1 5 1 8 15 VIII
100 2 7 4 2 15 II
101 1 4 10 15 VIII
102 14 1 15 I
103 3 11 14 VI
104 4 10 14 VIII
105 3 4 7 14 III
10 6 2 5 5 2 14 II
107 4 6 1 3 14 V
108 1 1 2 2 3 5 14 VIII
109 8 5 1 14 I
110 6 4 4 14 I
111 1 4 5 3 13 VII
112 2 8 3 13 V
113 1 1 3 3 3 2 13 VI
114 1 4 2 6 13 VIII
115 1 12 13 III
lib 5 6 1 1 13 IVtin117 2 1 1 3 5 1 13 VII
llo 5 1 1 13 I
119 6 7 13 II
120 4 3
*
6 13 IV
121 2 4 5 2 13 VII
122 2 6 4 1 13 IV
123 2 1 1 2 7 13 VIII
124 1 1 2 2 4 3 13 VII
125 2 4 3 5 13 VIII
126 5 6 2 13 II
127 3 8 2 13 II
128 1 3 7 1 l 13 VI
129 1 2 5 5 13 VII
130 11 2 13 I
131 2 9 1 1 13 V
132 3 4 4 1 12 III
133 6 5 1 12 II
134 1 9 2 12 II
135 1 5 3 3 12 II
136 2 8 1 1 12 V
1 "iff137 3 6 1 1 1 12 IV
J-jo 1 1 2 12 IV
139 4 5 2 1 12 IV
140 1 11 12 VIII
141 6 3 3 12 I
142 11 1 12 I
143 2 8 2 12 III
144 1 7 3 1 12 III

TABLE III (Cont.)
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No. GRADES Total Grade
Suggest edI II III IV V VI VII 1 VIII
U5
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
10
4
2
3
5
3
4
5
1
5
1
2
1
5
1
4
1 6 2
1 3 2 3
1 4 3 1
1 8
1 5 1 2
2 4 2 1
1 2 4 2
3 1 4 1
3 1 3 2
1 1 3 3 1
1 1 5 2
1 3 1 3 1
1 1 5 2
1 2 6
1 4 2 2
1 1 4 3
1 8
1 5 1 2
2 2 3 2
1 5 3
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
8
VI
VII
I
IV
VII
VI
III
VII
I
I
III
III
II
I
II
VII
I
III
VII
VI
VIII
VI
VIII
I
II
VI
I
III
VII
II
VIII
II
IV
VII
III
V
V
VII
VI
III
III
II
III
III
VI
IV
VI
VI
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TABLE III (Cont.)
No.
G R A D E S Total
Grade
Suggested
I 1 II III IV V VI VII VIII
193 l 3 4 ft VTT
194 2 2
A ft TTTXXX
195 1 4 2 1
QO TTT1X1
19° 1 1 1 2 ftO V
197 cp 2 1 ft TTTXXX
I9O 3 2 J ftO TVX V
199 3 2 2 1
Q T TII
200 7 1 ft TTXX
201 5 3 ft wttyxx
202 I 2 1 ft IV
203 1 1 c5 1 V
204 2 A4 2 IV
205 1 3 2 2 ft V
20b 2 1 1 2 2 ft VII
n207 1 3 1 2 1
Q T tfIV
200 1 2 2 3 Q WTT TVIII
209 7 1 tttIV
210 1 3 2 2 VI
211 •11 1 4 2 TfTTVII
212 3 2 3 O
r tII
213 3 4 1 T TTIII
214 1 A4 1 1 1 O V
215 1 4 2 1 ft T TII
£ ID 2 1 2 3 ft TfTT TVIII
217 2 3 1 1 1 Q III
2 10 2 2 3 1 III
219 2 1 1 2 1 1 V
220 a4 2 1 I
221 1 TI
000222 1 4 2 TfTTVII
2 3 2
tfT TVII
t?7 1 I
22> 1 1
2
II
£ 4 1 II
001 X > J. II
220 1 5 1 III
229 1 2 3 1 7 VI
230 2 3 1 1 7 IV
oil231 1 1 1 4 VIII
\0 J J 1 II
233 4 2 1 7 V
234 2 5 VII
235 1 2 2 1 1 VI
236 2 1 3 1 VII
237 6 1 I
238 3 1 1 2 II
239 7 VIII
240 2 5 VI
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TABLE III (Cont.)
No. V II ft JJ £> O Total Grade
Susfcest ed\A WW V V»
I II III IV v
1
VI VII 1 VIII
241 3 4 7 IIIX XX
242 3 4 7 TTX X
243 4 3•J M T•Ik
244 2 2 1 2 ? IV
245 1 2 3 1 y VII
2Ad 1 1 3 2 VII
247 2 2 3 m VIII
248 4 3 7 VII
249mm -w f 2 1 2 2 IV
250 4 3 I
251** 1 1 2 3 r, VII
252 3J 3 1
M IVX "
253 5 2 7 IIIXXX
254 3 3 6 II
255 1 5j TTXX
256 2 1 2 1X w VTVX
257 5 1 6 TX
258 1 3 2 6 VTTV X X
259 1 <? 6 VTTTvxxx
260 J 1X VI
26l 1X 2X £ VTVI
V262 1 1 2 2 6
263 2 2 1 1X 6w trV
264 3 2 1X TVX V
265 2 2 2 (yw VTTVXX
266 1 3 1 1 A TTTXXX
267XW ( 1 1 2 1 1X TTT111
268 D I
269 2 2 2 O TVIV
270 1X 2X £ X LO V
271 1X 1X X 5J D VTTTVIII
272 3 2 1X O TT11
273 A
*r
LO VTTTVlll
274 1 1X 1X 1X u VTVI
275 1 2 3 k VTTTVXXX
276 2 A. VTTTVlll
277 4 1 IX w VTVX
278 4 1 1X I
279 c VT TVII
280 2 X 2 L VTTVII
28l 2 1 2 1X TVIV
282 1 5 6 VIII
283 2 4 6 II
284 3 1 2 6 III
285 1 3 1 1 6 III
286 1 2 3 6 VI
287 4 2 6 II
288 1 1 1 3 6 VI
289 6 6 I
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TABLE III (Cont.)
No.
(joinn xi .u £j Q
Total
fir* o H a
ouggesu bo
I II III IV V "I VII VIII
290 K2 X D I
291 A 1 l D T1
292* 7^ 2 2 1 X o TTII
29^ oc iX jj LD Vll
294 2 2 1X 1X I V
29^w2 1X 1X p X 2 VII
296 4 1 2 TTII
297 J tr2 TI
298 iX 9£ o£ 2 V
299 1X 2 iX 1X 2 VTVI
300 1 1X 1X 2 2 VTVx
301 2 3j c2 VTTV XX
302 IX iX •jj 2 VTTTVIII
^03 A*T 1 2 II
304 3 1 1 tr2 TTTIII
305 2 2 1 tr2 I V
306 2 3 c2 TTII
307 1 3 1 tr2 TTTIII
3o8 iX X "3J c2 Iff T TVIII
309 2 2 X cr2 V
310 3 1 1 cr2 I
311 1 4 tr2 T TII
312 cr2 II
313 1 3 1 tr2 TTTIII
314 1 4 tr2 T TII
315 3 1 X tr2 V
316 3 2 cr2 I
317 1 1 3 tr2 IV
318 1 4 5 III
319 1 1 2 1 tr2 IV
320 1X Z 2 5 fll
321 1J 2 5 VI
322 5 5 VIII
"*23 iX ij x 5 III
324 4 1 5 II
^2^ J 1 1 5 V
326 1X A4 2 VIII
327 X 3J iX r*5 VI
328 3 1 1 tr2 I
329 3 1 1 5 I
330 4 1 5 T
331 1 1 2 1
y
5
X
III
332 4 1 5 I
333 1 3 1 5 II
334 1 2 2 5 V
335 1 4 5 VIII
336
337
1 2
1 3
2
1
5
5
II
III

TABLE III (Cent.)
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No.
G R A D E S Total GradeSuggest ed
I II III IV V VI VII VIII
338 3 2 5 I
339 2 2 1 5* III
340 2 2 1 5 TTA A
341 4 1 5 IIX A
342 5 5 TA
343 2 1 1 1 5 IA
344 4 1 5 TX
345 1 2 2 5 VII
346 1 1 1 1 1 5 VI
347 2 2 1 5 II
348 1 1 2 1 5 V
349 1 2 1 1 5 III
350 3 2 5 IV
351 1 3 1 5 VI
352 1 1 2 1 5 IV
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No. 254 (Allison's H I Love You, Mother") shows a frequency of three
in grades one and three. The poem was not mentioned in any other grade. It
was, however, placed in grade two because just as many schools had seen fit to
place it one grade above the second as had placed it one grade below the second.
If a greater number of schools had mentioned the poem, no doubt there would
have been a piling up of frequency in grade two.
Patriotic poems show as a rule a fairly even distribution in all the
grades. This condition is largely due to the fact that many cities required
these poems throughout the school system. The suggested grading of these poems
is based upon the frequency of mention, and the grade receiving the highest
frequency taken as the grade in which the poem may be most appropriately
taught. Thus, "America" (No. 1) is suggested for grade two, the "Star Spangled
Banner" (No. 7) for grade five, and the "Battle Hymn of the Republic" (No. 30)
for grade eight. The poems may be, and often are, taught earlier in the
grades, but these grades in the opinion of the majority of the cities are the
most suitable ones in which to teach them. Patriotic reasons may dictate the
presentation of these poems in earlier grades, but the children in these grades
are unlikely to appreciate the thought of the poems. It must be remembered
that although our patriotic poetry appeals to a relatively sinple emotion, it
was not composed for children and that the style in which it is written in a
mature style. One needs but to run over in mind the first stanzas of"America"
or the "Star Spangled Banner" with their inversions and involved constructions,
to appreciate the fact that children of the lower grades rarely understand
their meaning.
Table IV groups the 352 poems in the Selected List according to the
grades to which the agreements of the courses of study suggest they belong. The
grade is the same as shown in Table III and the poems are arranged alpha-
betically by authors. The column headed "Frequency" indicates the number of

TABLE IV
LISTS OF POEMS FOR MEMORIZING IN EACH GRADE
BASED ON FREQUENCY OF MENTION
GRADE I
Author Title Frequency
Alexander All Things Bright and Beautiful 10
Anonymous The Secret 5
Bates Who Likes the Rain 4
Blake The Lanb 5
Brown In the Heart of a Seed 7
Brown The Seed 5
Brown The Little Plant 9
Cary They Didn't Think 5
Cooper Come Little Leaves 8
Field Little Boy Blue 9
Field Rockabye Baby 3
Field The Sugar Plum Tree 6
Field Why do the Bells for Christmas Ring 13
From the
Jvl lil0.il
Sleep, Baby, Sl6ep 15
Hale Mary ' s Lamb 6
Hugo Good Night Q7
Keble All Things Beautiful J
Lear Nonsense Alphabet 4
MacDonald Th e Babv 14.
Poulsson While Stars of Christmas Shine TLJ
Poulsnon 111 w r XI o \> 1 X O ItlUCLD 3
Ro saetti ROB.+ R Roi I A vl P4 VPVO 1 A
Ro ss etti . L*if?v Moon A
Rnce ! + + 4nu o o u u u J. ins v/mo 6
wnax doss xne cee uoi
IVU 9 D Cut J. wno nas oeen xne wino.; 14
oiioi uiiir. Leave 8 at Play 5
Sherman Golden Rod 4
Sherman Song for Winter 3
Sherman Snowbird 4
Sh erman The Dewdrop 10
Stevenson Autumn Fires 8
Stevenson Bed in Summer 22
Stevenson Happy Thought 6
Stevenson My Shadow 21
Stevenson Singing 5
Stevenson The Cow
1Stevenson The Lamplighter
Stevenson The Land of the Counterpane 6
Stevenson The Moon 2
Stevenson The Rain 20
Stevenson The Swing 23
Stevenson Time to Rise 4
Stevenson Whole Duty of Children 5
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TABLE IV (Cont.
)
GRADE I
Author Title Frequency
Taylor Thank You, Thank You, Pretty Cow
Taylor Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star
Taylor I Love Little Pussy Cat
Tennyson Little Birdie
Tennyson What Does Little Birdie Say!
Wadsworth Over in the Meadow
Watts The Busy Bee
4
21
11
11
18
14
4
GRADE II
Allinghara Robin Redbreast 8
Allingham The Fairies 4
Allison I Love You, Mother
Allison Which Loved Best '. 6
Bangs Little Elf Man 5
Bunner One, Two, Three 9
Cary Obedience 4
Cary Suppose 9
Child Thanksgiving Day 12
Child Who Stole the Bird's Nest 7
Coleridge Answer to a Child's Question 6
Cone Dandelions 5
Coolidge How the Leaves Come Down 8
Cooper The Wind and the Leaves 4
Cooper What Robin Told 5
Dodge Snowflakes 3
Emerson Father, We Thank Thee 6
Follen The New Moon 7
Field Japanese Lullaby 5
Field Rockaby Lady 7
Field The Duel 9
Field The Gingham Dog and the Calico Cat 4
Field Wynken, Blynken, and Nod 22
Garbrant Dandelion 4
Herford The Elf s Umbrella 5
Houghton Lady Moon 9
Howlister Our Flag 3
Ingelon Seven Times One 18
Jellif The Clove®s 4
J ewett Discontent
King si ey The Lost Doll I
Kip ling The Seal's Lullaby 3
Larcom If I Were a Sunbeam 7
Larcom The Brown Thrush 15
Lear The Owl and the Pussy Cat 5
Longfellow Hiawatha 6
Longfellow Hiawatha's Childhood 16
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TABLE IV (Cont.)
GRADE II
Author Title Frequency
Lovejoy October Gave a Party
MacDonald The Little White Lily
Miller The Blue Bird
Milnes Goodnight and Goodmorning
Rossetti Milking Time
Sangster We Thank Thee
Scott Lullaby of An Infant Chief
Shakespeare Ariel's Song
Sherman Dai si es
Sherman Hide and Seek
Sherman Snowflakes
Sherman The Four Winds
Smith America
Stevenson A Good Play
Stevenson Farewell to the Farm
Stevenson Foreign Children
Stevenson Foreign Lands
Stevenson My Bed is a Boat
Stevenson The Land of Story Book
Stevenson The Sun's Travels
Stevenson The Wind
Stevenson Where Go the Boats
Stevenson Windy Nights
Thaxter April
Thaxter Chanticleer
Thaxter Spring
Thaxter Wild Geese
3
4
13
4
4
3
3
2
15
4
2
7
15
2
4
5
4
6
12
8
16
9
10
2
2
8
4
GRADE III
Aldrich Marjorie's Almanac 12
Allingham The Fairy Folk 4
Allingham Wishing 12
Bjornson The Tree 11
Brooks Little Town of Bethlehem 8
Browning A Child's Thought of God 6
Cary November 9
Cary Don't Give Up 12
Cooper The Wonderful Weaver 5
Cowper The Nightingale and the Gloworm 3
Edwards A Child's Prayer 4
Emerson A Fable 3
Field A Norse Lullaby 11
Field Seein' Things at Night 4
Field The Captain's Daughter 3
Gould The Frost 3

TABLE IV (Cont.)
GRADE III
Author Title Frequency-
Hogg
Houghton
Howitt
Howitt
Jackson
Krout
Larcom
Longfellow
Longfellow
Mackay
Miller
Moore
Moore
Nesbitt
Rands
Rands
Riley
Rossetti
Shaw
Sherman
Sherman
Sherman
Southey
Stedman
Taylor
Tennyson
Tennyson
Tennyson
Thaxter
Thaxter
Thomas
Vandergrift
Van Dyke
Wordsworth
Wordsworth
Boy's Song
Goodnight and Goodraorning
The Fairies of Caldon Low
Voice of Spring
September
Little Brown Hands
The Rivulet
Hiawatha's Sailing
The Children's Hour
The Miller of the Dee
Winter Song
A Visit From St. Nicholas
The Night Before Christmas
Your Flag and May Flag
The Child's World
The Wonderful World
Little Orphant Annie
The Swallow
Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean
A Real Santa Claus
Wizard Frost
Clouds
Ladybird, Ladybird
What the Winds Bring
The Violet
Sweet and Low
The Owl
The Throstle
Little Gustava
March
Talking in Their Sleep
The Sand Man
The Song Sparrow
The Kitten and the Falling Leaves
To a Butterfly
GRADE IV
Bryant Robert of Lincoln
Coleridge He Prayeth Well
Deland While Shepherds Watched Their Flocks
Emerson Duty
Emerson The Mountain and the Squirrel
Field The Night Wind
Gould Jack Frost
Hemans Casabianca
Hood I Remember, I Remember
Hopkinson Hail Columbia
11
7
3
5
15
5
4
11
20
3
3
10
4
3
6
10
7
2
3
4
4
5
2
6
8
14
7
3
3
4
4
8
2
5
7
11
6
2
3
10
15
6
2
3
2
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TABLE IV (Cont.)
GRADE IV
Jackson
Jackson
Kingsley
Lar com
Longfellow
Longfellow
Longfellow
Longfellow
Longfellow
Longfellow
Longf el low
Lovej oy
Lowell
Lowell
MacDonald
Payne
Proctor
Riley
Riley
Tate
Tennyson
Tennyson
Thaxter
Whittier
Wordsworth
Wordsworth
Wordsworth
Wordsworth
Bennett
Brooks
Browning
Bryant
Bryant
Carlyle
Cary
Cornwall
Emerson
Heraans
Higinson
Hogg
Jackson
Keats
Key
Longfellow
Longfellow
October
October's Bright Blue Weather
The Farewell
Calling the Violet
Daybreak
Hiawatha's Friends
Rain in Summer
The Arrow and the Song
The Bell of Atre
The Village Blacksmith
The Wreck of the Hesperus
A Laughing Chorus
The First Snowfall
The Fountain
The Wind , the Moon
Home Sweet Home
The Sea
A Sudden Shower
The Brook Song
While Shepherds Watched
The Brook
Winter
The Sandpiper
The Three Bells
Lucy Gray
March
The Pet Lamb
We are Seven
GRADE V
The Flag Goes By
Somebody's Mother
Songs from Pippa Passes
Planting of the Apple Tree
The Gladness of Nature
Today
The Leak in the Dyke
The Sea
Forbearance
The Landing of the Pilgrims
Four Leaf Clovers
The Skylark
Down to Sleep
On the Grasshopper and Cricket
Star Spangled Banner
Excelsior
Paul Revere' s Ride
2
12
4
3
6
2
6
11
4
20
4
2
11
6
6
6
3
5
7
2
7
2
19
3
3
3
2
2
10
2
6
10
8
13
2
2
2
13
3
o
9
3
11
8
9

TABLE IV (Cont.)
GRADE V
Longfellow ottip oi otate Lo
Longfellow ine uay is uone 1 X
Longfellow ine uxa oxock on xne oxairs ?
Lowell 4
Lowell jJ
Milton A May Morning j
Morris Woodman, Spare That Tree 9
Riley A Song 3
Riley Knee Deep in June 3
Saxe Blind Men and Elephant 2
Shakespeare Under the Greenwood Tree 6
South ey Inch cape Rock 4
Thaxter Piccola 2
Whittier Barbara Frietchie 9
Whittier In School Days 8
Whittier The Barefoot Boy 14
Whittier The Corn Song 11
Wordsworth The Rainbow 2
Author Title Frequency
GRADE VI
Aldrich Before the Rain 11
Blake The Tiger 2
Brooks Christmas Everywhere 4
Browning How They Brought the Good News 4
Browning The Pied Piper of Hamelin 2
Bryant March 7
Bryant The Yellow Violet 2
Bryant To a Fringed Gentian 3
Campbell Lord Ulin's Daughter 5
Cary Order for a Picture 2
Cary Nobility 10
Drake The American Flag 8
Emerson Concord Hymn 8
Finch The Blue and the Gray 9
Holland A Christmas Carol 3
Hunt Abou Ben Adhem 15
Holmes Old Ironsides 14
Kingsley Three Fishers 2
Lang Scythe Song 4
Longfellow Sandalphon 3
Longfellow The Builders 14
Longfellow The Psalm of Life 13
Lowell To the Dandelion 5
Markey Tubal Cain 2
Moore The Minstrel Boy 3
Perry The Coming of Spring 4
Proctor One by One 3
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TABLE IV (Cont.)
GRADE VI
Author Title Frequency
Read
Scott
Shakespeare
Shakespeare
Sherman
Tennyson
Tennyson
Tennyson
Tennyson
Tennyson
Wolfe
Wordsworth
Wordsworth
Wordsworth
Addison
Alexander
Browning
Browning
Bryant
Bryant
Bryant
Burns
Burns
Campbell
Emerson
Emerson
Holland
Holmes
Longfellow
Longfellow
Longfellow
Longf ellow
Longfellow
Longfellow
Lowell
Lowell
Lowell
Macau ley
Miller
Riley
Riley
Scott
Shakespeare
Stoddard
Taylor
Sheridan's Ride
Lo chinvar
Hark, Hark! the Lark (Cymbeline)
Orpheus With His Lute (King Henry the Eighth)
May
Break, Break, Break
Bugle Song
Charge of the Light Brigade
Ring Out, Wild Bells
The Eagle
Burial of Sir John Moore
Fidelity
The Daffodils
To a Skylark
GRADE VII
The Spacious Firmament
The Burial of Moses
Home Thoughts from Abroad
Incident of French Camp
Song of Marion's Men
The Death of the Flowers
To a Waterfowl
Bannockburn
My Heart's in the Highlands
HohenHnden
The Rhodora
The Snowstorm
Gradatim
Union and Liberty
Building of the Ship
Courtship of Miles Standish
Evangeline
Robert of Sicily
The Ladder of St. Augustine
The Rainy Day
The Fatherland
The Finding of the Lyre
Yussouf
Horatiu s at the Bridge
Columbus
A Life Lesson
The Name of Old Glory
My Native Land
Good Name,
Abraham Lincoln
A Song of the Camp
6
3
1
5
3
7
11
10
4
1
5
3
10
5
5
2
4
4
3
2
8
3
3
4
2
5
5
5
7
5
5
2
2
4
4
5
2
4
11
3
5
3
i
3
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GRADE VII
Author Title Frequency
Tennyson
Tennyson
Tennyson
Whittier
Wilder
Crossing the Bar
In Memoriam
Sir Galahad
The Huskers
Stand by the Flag
5.
3
4
3
3
GRADE VIII
Bryant Thanatopsis 10
Burns A Man's a Man for A' That 6
Byron Destruction of Sennacherib 3
Byron Eve of Waterloo 5
Emerson Each and All 3
Gray Elegy in the Country Churchyard 8
Holland Way to Heaven 3
Holmes Chambered Nautilus 17
Holmes The Last Leaf 7
Howe Battle Hymn of the Republic 10
Jones What Constitutes a State 4
Kipling If 3
Kipling L'Envoi 4
Kipling Recessional 19
Lanier Song of the Chattahoochee 4
Lowell A Day in June 7
Lowell Commemoration Ode 5
Lowell Stanzas on Freedom 5
Lowell Vision of Sir Launfall 11
Milton Sonnet on His Blindness 4
Newman Lead Kindly Light 4
Pierpont Warren's Address 7
Riley Old Glory 3
Scott Breathes There a Man 8
Scott Lady of the Lake 4
Scott Love of Country 5
Shakespeare Mark Antony's Address 7
Shakespeare Mercy Speech (Merchant of Venice) 17
Shakespeare Polonius ' Advice to Laertes 11
Shelley The Clouds 5
Shelley The Skylark 6
Sill Opportunity 10
Tennyson Flower in the Crannied Wall 3
Tennyson King Arthur 3
Whitman Oh, Captain, My Country 17
Whittier Snow Bound 8
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times each poem was named in the grade to which it is assigned.* For example,
Alexander's "All Things Bright and Beautiful" was suggested cr required ten
times for memorizing by children of grade one. Similarly, Allingham's "Robin
Redbreast" was mentioned eight times in grade two. The frequency of mention
recorded in Table IV is not to be confused with the same caption in Tattle I.
In Table IV the figures show the agreements for the grade to which I have
assigned the poem. Table I gives the frequency of mention for all grades
combined. Table III, as has been stated, gives the total frequency of the
poems and also the frequency of every grade in which they received any mention.
The number of poems in each grade list as shown in Table IV is as
fOHOWS
;
Number
Grade of Poems
1 51
2 64
3 51
4 38
5 35
6 41
7 36
8 36
TOTAL 352
It is evident that there are many more poems indicated for the lower
grades than for the upper grades. The primary grades have a total of 166
poems, the intermediate 114, and the grammar 72. This difference may be due in
part to the greater ease of choosing appropriate poems for the primary grade.
It will also be seen, upon referring to Table V, which shows an alphabetical
arrangement of poems in the Selected List by authors that several authors who
contributed a large number of poems are authors whose poems have been written
largely for young children. For example, there are 23 poems by Stevenson all
Under grade two will be found Allison's "I Love You, Mother". No frequency
is entered after this poem. It was placed in grade two , although it was not
indicated in that grade by any course of study. See page 28 for discussion
of this matter.
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of which are suggested for grades one and two. Eleven of the 12 poems by Field
are suggested for the primary grades. Twelve of the 13 poems by Sherman are
for the primary grades and all 7 of Rossetti's poems are for the primary
grades. Another reason why our material led to the selection of a greater
number of poems for the lower grades was that, in general, the courses of
study presented relatively shorter lists of poems in the upper grades. Several
courses of study did not contain any lists at all for grades above the fourth.
Again, there is an evident tendency on the part of makers of courses
of study to assign poems to the lowest grades to which they are thought to be
appropriate. For example, as has been pointed out, patriotic poems are often
assigned for very little children to learn. Other poems are likewise required
in the primary grades which better judgment would place in higher grades.
Table IV reveals numerous examples of this. Tennyson's "Sweet and Low" is
assigned to the third grade. Yet the thought of this lyric, apart from its
music, is no doubt quite beyond the understanding of third grade children.
Again, Longfellow's "Children's Hour" is assigned to the third grade. Its
vocabulary, it6 allusions, its atmosphere of New England culture—these are
by no means familiar to the majority of third grade children. It is true the
poem is about children; but a poem about children may be very far from a
child's poem. At any rate, the tendency to grade poems down is much more
marked in these courses of study than the opposite tendency to grade them up;
and this, as well as the conditions above mentioned, accounts for the fact that
although the literature appropriate to the understanding of upper grade
children is no doubt richer than that which appeals to lower grade children,
the poems selected for the latter to memorize considerably outnumber those
selected for the former.
Table V shows an alphabetical arrangement by authors of the poems in
the Selected List. It is essentially a finding list. If the reader has in
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TABLE V
AN ALPHABETICAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE SELECTED LIST OF POEMS FOR MEMORIZING
Author Title
Poem No.
(See Table I) Grade
Addison, Joseph The Spacioue Firmament on High 111 VII
Aldrich, T. B. Before the Rain 103 VI
Aldrich, T. B. Marjorie's Almanac 75 III
Alexander, Mrs. C. All Things Bright and Beautiful 63 I
Alexander, Mrs. C. The Burial of Moses 295 VII
Allingham , William Robin Redbreast 85 II
Allingham, William The Fairies 296mm f w II
Allingham, William The Fairy Folk " 132 III
Allingham, William Wishing 64 III
Allison. Joy I Love You. Mother 254 II
Allison. Joy Which Loved Best 157 II
Anonymous A Laughing Chorus 28l IV
Anonymous The Secret 297 I
Banes. J. K. Little Elf Man 255 II
Bates, Clara D. Who Likes The Rain? 220 I
Bennett , H. H. The Flag Goes By 14 V
Bjornson, B. The Tree 65 III
Blake, William The Lamb 158 I
Blake, William The Tiger 256 VI
Brooks, J. E. Somebody's Mother 298 V
Brooks, Phillips Christmas Everywhere 145 VI
Brooks, Phillips Little1 Town of Bethlehem 53 III
Brown, Kate L. In the Heart of a Seed 221 I
Brown, Kate L. The Little Plant 171 I
Brown, Kate L The Seed 257 I
Browning, Eli 2. B. A Child's Thought of God 172 III
Browning, Robert Home Thoughts from Abroad 222 VII
Browning, Robert How They Brought the Good News 192 VI
Browning, Robert Incident of French Camp 146 VII
Browning, Robert Songs from Pippa Passes 12 V
Browning, Robert The Pied piper of Hamelin 299 VI
Bryant , W. C
.
March 94 VI
Bryant , W. C. Planting the Apple Tree 68 V
Bryant , W. C Robert of Lincoln 39 IV
Bryant, W. C. Song of Marion' 8 Men 223 VII
Bryant , W. C. Thanatopsie 104 VIII
Bryant , W. C. The Death of the Flowers 173 VII
Bryant , W. C. The Yellow Violet 300 VI
Bryant , W. C. The Gladness of Nature 112 V
Bryant , W. C. To a Fringed Gentian 113 VI
Bryant
, W. C. To a Waterfowl 43 VII
Bunner, H. C. One, Two , Three 47 II
Burns, Robert A Man's a Man for A' That 114 VIII
Burns, Robert Bannockburn 258 VII
Burns, R. My Heart's in the Highlands 301 VII
Byron, Lord Destruction of Sennacherib 302 VIII
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TABLE V (Cont.)
Author Title
aMt M /vro em ao»
fQaa ToVil a T l\0£6 laoio If Grade
Byron, Lord £>ve or Waterloo O 7 Vlll
Campbell, T» Hoh enlinden l7J Vll
Campbell, T. T A mm\ 4 f T 1 v» A A T\ « a * <-» l*,-^ AWBLord ulin's Daughter eOU VI
Carlyle, T. Today 54 V
Cary, Alice November iifi40 T T T111
Cary, Alice Order for a Picture 201 VI
Cary, Phoebe Don't Give Up lip TXTIII
Cary, Phoebe »T—. V - 1 Jl„Nobility 7o VI
Cary, Phoebe Ob edience 303 T TII
Cary, Phoebe Suppose 00 T TII
Cary, phoebe rne Leax m tne uiice V
cary, pnoeue mey Didn't minic afft*> T1
cnno, Lyciia m» inank sgiving Day TT11
fir* A ^ A T irA -> « Iffcniid, Lyciia M* wno btoie tne ciro s Nest oo TT11
coienage, o» T* A in await "i* /\ a PVin 1 4 t a - ael 4 /\v\Answer uo a cnxxu u ^u9stion ijj TT11
coienage, o. i* He r^ay oua wexx 119 TV
TT11
000 Hugo } oUBan now tne Li©ave» come uown TT11
cooper, ceorge Come, Little Leaves 14/ TI
uooper, ijeorge TT11
cooper, ueorge rnV> a XBA vtA ci vt ^4 1 7 A«nrofl TT11
cooper, u«orge Tne wondenui weaver ceo T T TIII
cooper, ceorge wnat nooin toin 007f TTII
Cornwall, carry Tne sea 203 V
cowper, wniiam Tne Nigntmgaie and tne Glowworm 304 T T TIII
De land
,
Mary While Shepherds Watched Their Flocks
by Nignt 305 T tfIV
Do age
,
Mary Snowflakes 30 o TII
Drake, J. R. The American Flag A *24 VI
Edwards, M. B. A Child's Prayer 194 III
Emerson, R. W. A Fable A FT307 III
Emerson, R. W. Concord Hymn a n27 VI
mm AA «A 19 faVEmerson, h . w. Duty 204 T TVIV
Emerson, R. W. Each and All 30O VIII
Emerson, R. W. Father, We Thank Thee 159 II
Emerson, R. W. Forbearance 309 V
Emerson, R« W* The Mountain and the Squirrel 07 IV
Emerson, R. W. The Rhodora 2o5 VII
Emerson, R. W. ^PL» A f - ^a&> - — -The snow Storm 117 VII
Field, £»ugene A Norse Luiiauy III
TP ~ A 1 J TJ*» , A» MM Arieia, jbugene Japanese Lullaby 135 II
rXBiU) AUgoxlO jjJ. t> V LS DO J ClUS 3" TI
Field, Eugene Rockabye Baby 310 I
Field, Eugene Rockabye Lady 88 II
Field, Eugene Seein 1 Things at Night 195 III
Field, Eugene The Duel 134 II
Field, Eugene The Gingham Dog and the Calico Cat 311 II
Field, Eugene The Night Wind 21 IV
Field, Eugene The Sugar plum Tree 118 I

TABLE V (Cont
.
)
Po em No •
GradeAuthor Title (See Table I)
Whv do the Rolls for Christmas
X\X • 28 I
Vunt? ati vttlc pti ft tiH Mftd
Ml j X ifv CXI | X7 Xjf X ilv CIX | CwXiU 1\V vA 3 II
X H v V> Ay U CXaLlx Asm Wff,** v vl 266 III
r x next » r • • X XIO L7 CUAU v Al 6 VJA tXj 79 VI» X
roxien, jt,ixza 1 XX o IN cW JULO O xi 119 TTAA
rum vug? c x uinix
y
80 I
(juraurtmii
,
isanxc i> exXXU C XXV AA 174 11X X
120XfeV IVX V
urv uxu | n • r • Th a TTi*n atXXX v f 4 VMV 267A. W ( III
{Zy* «v T ViAm p <5Vji cljf , 1 XiVliltiO TT 1 0P*v in t lie f!n Mnt nv nhnt*GlivardAll X 0ft V X I* V XX9 \> \J UXi W i Jf VliUX wXxjr CUk u 175 VIII
it a 1 .» C T Mctx y o AjCUIXU 268 TX
xloiiicliio j r clii*"' \j cio{xf x t*x x \s a 269 IVX V
n ©HI HXi B , fa XIvia |UU XitiL*AltXAA£) W* UAX^? fXlgi XXXIO 15 v
Heriora, u» X Al c Ull D UXxX Ux ci Xcl ^12 TTXX
r W UX ijQaX UAU Vw( D 196 V
Urv c cr Tom Pd A XX© w xv y XdA 270 ¥
DV J o OVXA^ IIIXXX
A vXXX wXUuO u«* U X 229 VIV X
Holland T G W A tSLUGbvXiil 121 VII
Ho 1land . J . G
.
Wav to Heaven 271 VIII
Ho lines . . W. Chambered Nautilus 22 VIII
Ho lmes . * W.XJW wMMl WW j W* M • Old Ironsides 29 VI
Ho Imps * » W. The T.ast Leaf 95 VIII
Holmes. 0. W. Union and Liberty 160 VII
Hood. Thomas I Remember, I Remember 230 IV
Hookinson. J« Hail Columbia! 148 IV
Houghton. Tjord Good—Night and Goo d—Mornine 105 IIIXXX
Houphton. I/jpd T.ftdv lUfoon 70 IIXX
IlA«a Till TP W Oof t 1 A PvmVi fit t Vl A R AYMlH 1 1Duv U X v XXy AXXXX v AA C X\ C^i li w XX v "^0 VTTTV X XX
fiw ivx v v | jy.ci* j a xx o r CXx X ACS V * VAXC uClAUUXl iiVN j aj TTTXXX
VUxvw Ux ppx 1 97 TTTXXX
nuwxxowci | ec u i j uux r lag 572A 1
A
TTXX
V\1CFf\ ATtlUgU) VXvbUI UvvU XNX^Axl> l6lxox TX
Hunt T.fli t?h Ahfiti Ppn AdVi AmwV \A IP CXI Hvxax exxx q VTvx
iu^oiV n , v wCUl UeV CXX XXLUCO VyAAC 16XV TTXX
Tnr»ksnn H H nAWf\ to ST APTi1/W W XJ wv* UXC C£J 71l x wV
Jackson. H. H.V %A> V> Afc wV * * | J, „ * XX • October 198 TVX V
Jackson. H. H. October's Bricht Blue Weather j -t TVX V
Tack soil H H R Aff^it ATTtb AT*QOU V CXXXU C X A\j TTTXXX
Telli f Hftlfirifi T Tb a Pi ftVArfiA XX C v XW V C A D TTXX
.Tewett . RnrnhW w VT w V V y CLm uii • Hi scont put 176 TTXX
Jones, William What Constitutes a State 273 VIII
Keats, John On the Grasshopper and Cricket 315 V
Keble, John All Things Beautiful 316 I
Key, F. Star Spangled Banner 7 V
Kingsley, Charles The Farewell 177 IV
Kingsley, Charles The Lost Doll 72 II
Kingsley, Charles Three Fishers 274 VI
j. b
> 4. U
JO..
JJlV
,
ceiu>
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TABLE V (Cont.
)
Aut hor Title Poem No.(See Table I)
Grade
Kipling, Rudyard If 2 75 VIII
Kipling, Rudyard L'Envoi d (o tfTTTVIII
Kipling i Rudyard Recessional A A44 VIII
Kipling, Rudyard The Seal's Lullaby T ft ft199 II
Krout
,
l£ary H. Little Brown Hands lbZ III
Lang, Andrew Scythe Song 277 VI
Lanier, Sidney Song of tne Lnatt anoocnee oi Vlll
Larcom, Lucy Calling the Violet 317 IV
Larcom, Lucy If I Were a Sunbeam ZOO TTII
Larcom, Lucy The Brown Thrush 32 II
Larcom, Lucy The Rivulet 3I0 III
Lear, Edward Nonsense Alphabet 270 I
Lear , Edward The Owl and the Pussy Cat 106 II
Longfellow, H. W. Building of the Ship 149 VII
Longfellow, H. W. Courtship of Miles Standi eh 279 FX I
Longfellow, H. W. Daybreak 89 IV
Longfellow, H. W. Evangeline 201 VII
Longfellow, H. W. Excelsior 136 V
Longfellow, H. W. Hiawatha 60 II
Longfellow, H. W. Hiawatha's Childhood 33 II
Longfellow, H. W. Hiawatha's Friends 319 IV
Longfellow, H. W. Hiawatha's Sailing 90 III
Longfellow, H. W. Paul Revere' s Ride 45 V
Longfellow, H. W. Rain in Summer 122 IV
Longfellow, H. W. Robert of Sicily 320 VII
Longfellow, K. W. Sandalphon 321 VI
Longfellow, H. W. Ship of State 96 V
Longfellow, H. W. The Arrow and the Song 10 IV
Longfellow, H. W. The Bell of Atri 202 mm.
mm
IV
Longfellow, H. W. The Builders 50 VI
Longfellow, H. W. The Children' 8 Hour 2 III
Longfellow, H. W. The Day is Done 41 V
Longfellow, H. W. The Ladder of St. Augustine 200 VII
Longfellow, H. W. The Old Clock on the Stairs 203 V
Longfellow, H. W. The psalm of Life 56 VI
Longfellow, H. W. The Rainy Day 163 VII
Longfellow, H. W. rn v. mm irJ 11-, _a n 1 - _ i_ J X v_The village Blacksmith 4 IV
Longfellow, H. W. J he Wreck of the Hesperus 204 IV
Lowell, J, R. A Day in June 123 VIII
Lowell, J. R. Aladdin 233 V
Lowell, J. R. Commemoration Ode 322 VIII
Lowell, J. R. Stanzas on Freedom ZOZ VIII
Lowell, J. R. The Fatherland 124 VII
Lowell, J. R. The Finding of the Lyre 234 VII
Lowell, J. R. The First Snowfall 13 IV
Lowell, J. R. The Fountain 137 IV
Lowell, J. R. The Heritage 205 V
Lowell, J. R. To the Dandelion 164 VI
Lowell, J. R. Vision of Sir Launfal 61 VIII
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TABLE V (Cont.)
Author Title
*Pa am Ma
vTxxi xnu •
ff^AA TaTaIa T^ Grade
Tflwall T RLA) nwAA , J • IV* Mi ifln \it 206 VIIV X X
llaoauiay « i d* 178x f w VTTV XX
MavyU uV*X9 | UwU* 50 TVi a RflhvlllO DO***j 81v/ X TX
Ma fTVirtfl 1 fi f»AOT*CTAKiel U JJUlllAXU | uOv i Th a T.*i 1 1 1 a Wh*i t a T.n 1 1 v 28"^ TTXX
Tli ft Wt rit*i And *khA WAAn 1^8XJW IVX V
All a. ^Jv Sty , vlidl ioo TV. A \JH 1 1 AT* ftf + Vl A FtA A 284 TTTXIX
1 UUai \jiXJLli VTV X
Mi 1 1 at* Fmi 1 v Xlic DIUW Di* u TTXX
1/4 1 1 or* Tt*m t Iff W". n+ AT* Qa>1w" TTTXXX
OU i.UUlvUo VTTV XX
Alxxnss, rv* Jul* l^ArtiSvii trVlT^ qM^ fir.A r^TT)A T*Y1 1 >T tT TTXX
Mi If.nn TnhnJjtlJL X WW 11
, *J W*A** v
Milton. Tohn Sofiiiet on Wi fi RlindtiAfiS ^26 VTIIV XXX
WW¥i 0| w • w • A Visit "Prom ^ M"5ehnl&s 82 IIIXXX
flaw ui v j w • w* TV. A Ml P'Vl't T^ftfrtT*A nV>T*
,
5 ST1TBA0 179x ( 7 TTTXXX
Monfp Thomas TH a Wiiisti"AT Ravill W JaXlaO W * W Mp OV J 327 VIV X
Mo rri s . CI. P.flaw i i J-f 1 \X • i • Woodraflii . RTiai*e Thflt TT*ee 91/x v
Nesbitt . W. T).i. wwxvv, If* A/ • Your Flast and Mv Flas 285 IIIXXX
Navman . T . H . Lend ITi nd lv T.i ffhtXJ v CfcV*X XV*X> *X\A XT Xj-X. t^i A *> 16? VTTTV X X X
r«Jr 1 *) • n* 67 TVX V
Pap t»v Mo r* a TVl A nATr."i HtT flf Rr.T*T 7\& 166 VTV X
Piei*r»oiTfc ToHn WnT*T*A11*l4 Addl!*AS8 7^ VTTTvxxx
Dai]1 ftflnn TTmi 1 1frUUXBDwA, IUQXjLXO XXX9 r X* OV VXXA X O W (UClD TX
tJtTV\ lift C 4* B1*ft A ^ /^Vi 0+m C C Vi n y% <afixIX X D O v Six U X Uxix 1 9l>ui txo DxiXxlo TX
P T*rt (*t at A/^ a1 fli <4a VTVI
Ofa f¥ nf D Iff TVi a% Coo
*tU /
TV
AdJAaS | p* 0a TVi a TVi S 1 d * n Wa r* 1 dAxil? UxlX XUl U fflU x xU 077 f TTT1X1
P aY\ A A W P TVi a Vri vld AT*f^ 1 Way*! A Oft7O TTT111
P oaH T P wxx CA XUGlXA D AX tit? VTVI
Pi 1 off T 10
'JO VTTVII
Pi 1 av T W A Dong i finxOU VV
Pi lev. J. W-AX | *J • Tf * A SllddQTl RVlAWAT* 1 ^9xj / TV1 V
ax xcj < »i * n • ?fn AA HfiMi •? v*> TiiiriiaIVIAcC? iJC JJ XIX aj M.X-* U XU X vV
Pi lev T . W.AX Mvy | • |7* Td tt 1 a t*a Vi « wf A nil I aijX UVlC \J X piiAXXU AllxlX t7 TTT111
Ri 1 ev . .T . W. Hid (llorv 2n8 VTTT
R i 1 ev T
.
TVi a Prnnk finn orA IX © D* vwft kyUXXj^ 2no TXTIV
R i 1 av T WAXXCjr 1 J • IT* TVi A Mom a AT* r. 1 d A"! r\ y\r XWAf TfTTVII
Ross *t t. i . P . T^AAt A Jsfll 1 AT*. R"5 VAT*
A
DvCtV P O SLX X w XX x *X V CSA D 8^1 T1
R 8 s et 1 5 p
.
MilVifitr Timpiy.XXRX i^ AXXXXv 287 TT11
Rossetti. n
•
iW w w ^ w b X } W * T.fldv LTaati jj« TI
Rossetti. . f!. Th a Rwia 11 owX XX W ** xXW m ^^1 TTTXXX
Rossetti. C. The Wind•k aVA> * * f f A. *> * V* 217 TX
Rossetti, C. What does the Bee Do? 332 I
Rossettic, C. Who Has Seen the Wind? 92 I
Sangster, Margaret We Thank Thee 333 II
Saxe* J* 0* Blind Men and the Elephant 334 V
Scott
, Sir Walter Breathes There a Man 99 VIII
Scott , Sir Walter Lady of the Lake 335 VIII
Scott, Sir Walter Lochinvar 210 VI

TABLE V (Cont.)
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A i !+ Via y° Title
Poem No.
(See Table I)
Grade
Scott , Sir Walter Love of Country 125 VIII
Scott, Sir Walter Lullaby of An infant Chief 238 II
Scott, Sir Walter My Native Land 152 VII
Shakespeare, W. Ariel's Song 336 II
Shakespeare, W. Good Name (Othello) 211 VII
Shakespeare, W. Hark, Hark! the Lark J (Cymbeline) 183 VI
Shakespeare, W. Mark Antony's Address $J. Caesar) 239 VIII
Shakespeare, W. Mercy Speech (Merchant of Venice) 46 VIII
Shakespeare, W. Orpheus with His Lute (King Henry
the Eighth) 240 VI
Shakespeare, W. Poloniuss Advice to Laertes 140 VIII
Shakespeare, W. Under the Greenwood Tree (As You
Like It) 107 V
Shaw, D. T. Columbia, the Gen of the Ocean 337 III
Shelley, P. B. The Cloud 108 VIII
Shelley, P. B. The Sky Lark 167 VIII
Sherman, F. D. A Real Santa Claus 241 III
Sherman, F. D. Clouds 184 III
Sherman, F. D. Daisies 34 II
Sherman, F. D. Golden Rod 154 I
Sherman, F. D. Hide and Seek 242 II
Sherman, F. D. Leaves at Play 168 I
Sherman, F. D. May 288 VI
Sherman, F. D. Snowbird 243 I
Sherman, F. D. Snowf lakes 212 II
Sherman, F. D. Song for Winter 338 I
Sherman, F. D. The Dewdrop 153 I
Sherman, F. D. The Four Winds 100 II
Sherman, F. D. Wizard Frost 213 III
Sill, E. R. Opportunity 101 VIII
Smith, S. F. America 1 II
Southey, F. Inchcape Rock 214 V
Southey, Caroline Ladybird, Ladybird 339 III
Stedman, E. What the Winds Bring 185 III
Stevenson, R. L. A Good Play 340 II
Stevenson, R. L. Autumn Fires 109 I
Stevenson, R. L. Bed in Summer 11 I
Stevenson, R. L. Farewell to the Farm 341 II
Stevenson, R. L. Foreign Children 169 II
Stevenson, R. L. Foreign Lands 215 II
Stevenson, R. L. Happy Thought 289 I
Stevenson, R. L, My Bed is a Boat 126 II
Stevenson, R. L. My Shadow 5 I
Stevenson, R. L. Singing 342 I
Stevenson, R. L. The Cow 93 I
Stevenson, R. L. The Lamplighter 141 I
Stevenson, R. L. The Land of Story Book 35 II
Stevenson, R. L. The Land of the Counterpane 110 I
Stevenson, R. L. The Moon 343 I

TABLE V (Cont.)
45
Author Tit le
Poem No.
(See Table I) Grade
Stevenson, R. L. The Rain 57 I
Stevenson, R. L. The Sun's Travels 127 II
Stevenson, R. L. The Swing 20 I
Stevenson, R. L* The Wind 8 II
St evenson , R. L. Time to Rise 344 I
Stevenson, R. L. Where Go The Boats 58 II
Stevenson, R. L. Whole Duty of Children 290 I
Stevenson, R. L« Windy Nights 62 II
Stoddard, R. H. Abraham Lincoln 345 VII
Tate, Nathum While Shepherds Watched 244 IV
Taylor, Bayard A Song of the Camp 245 VII
Taylor, Jane I Love Little pussy 142 I
Taylor, Jane Thank You, Thank You, Pretty Cow 291 I
Taylor, Jane The Violet 143 III
Taylor, Jane Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star 51 I
Tennyson, A. Break, Break, Break 128 VI
Tennyson, A. Bugle Song 37 VI
Tennyson, A. Charge of the Light Brigade 59 VI
Tennyson, A. Crossing the Bar 129 VII
Tennyson, A. Flower in the Crannied Wall 216 VIII
Tennyson, A. In Memo ri am 246 VII
Tennyson, A. King Arthur 247 VIII
Tennyson, A. Little Birdie 130 I
Tennyson, A. Ring Out, Wild Bells 170 VI
Tennyson, A. Sir Galahad 248 VII
Tennyson, A. Sweet and Low 17 III
Tennyson, A. The Brook 42 IV
Tennyson, A. The Eagle 346 VI
Tennyson, A. The Owl 155 III
Tennyson, A. The Throstle 217 III
Tennyson, A. What Does Little Birdie Say! 76 I
Tennyson, A. Wint er 249 IV
Thaxter, Celia April 347 II
Thaxter, Celia Chanticleer 292 II
Thaxter, Celia Little Gustava 218 III
Thaxter, Celia March 156 III
Thaxter, Celia Piccola 348 V
Thaxter, Celia Spring 84 II
Thaxter, Celia The Sandpiper 26 IV
Thaxter, Celia Wild Geese 186 II
Thomas, Edith M. Talking in Their Sleep 187 III
Vandegrift
, M. The Sand Man 188 III
Van Dyke, Henry The Song Sparrow 349 III
Wadsworth, 0. A. Over in the Meadow 102 I
Watt 8, Isaac The Busy Bee 250 I
Whitman, Walt Oh, Captain, My Captain 52 VIII
Whittier, J. G. Barbara Frietchie 131 V

TABLE V (Cont.)
46
Author Title Poem No*(See Table Grade
Wnixxier, j» g. In School Days 77 V
Wnixxiar, j> u. onow do una 74 VIII
Wall i»19r | J • U * me oarer oox ooy 10 V
xne oo rn oong V
wnixxier, j. u» The Huskers OCT251 VII
an, •; + + -• t pwnutier, j. u» rne Tnree sens IV
«J 1 Jam T Mwilier, j. N. ox ana Dy xne Flag 29j VII
wo ire, unaries burial oi oir jonn Moore 109 VI
Wordsworth, W« Fidelity 351 VI
worasworxu, w» Lucy Gray 2j>2 IV
Tff/"\ V* y1 £3UfS> W tiffwo raswo rvn
, v». Marcn I7Q TitIB
Wordsworth, W. The Daffodils 19 VI
Wordsworth, W. The Kitten and the Falling Leaves 253 III
Wordsworth, W. The Pet Lamb 352 IV
Wordsworth, W. The Rainbow 219 V
Wordsworth, W. To a Butterfly 144 III
Wordsworth, W. To a Skylark 191 VI
Wordsworth, W. We Are Seven 294 IV
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mind a certain poem and wishes to know whether or not it is included in the
Selected List and if so, to what grade it has been assigned, Table V will
supply the information. Moreover, it may conveniently be used to locate a
poem in Tables I, III, and IV. The numbers under the column headed "Poem
Number" indicate the numbers by which the poems may be located in Tables I
and III. Thus additional information about Addison's "The Spacious Firmament
on High" may be found by looking for poem number 111 in Table I or Table III.
The numbers in the column headed "Grade" refer to the grades in which the
poems have been placed in Tables III and IV.
VI. AUTHORS MENTIONED
IN THE SELECTED LIST
Among the questions brought up by this study are the following:
Who are the authors whose poems are mentioned in the Selected List? Who are
the most popular authors? To what grades are their poems best adapted!
Tables VI and VII attempt to answer these questions.
One hundred twenty-five poets contributed 3*9 of the 352 poems in
the Selected List. The other three poems were anonymous. The list of authors
contains the names of most of the major English and American poets, as well as
the names of many minor poets—particularly of the minor American poets. One
of the interesting possibilities of this study would be an attempt to find out
how nearly the material included in the selected list approximates the type of
literature with which our children should become familiar. While this is a
problem for literary criticism and is quite outside the scope of the present
report, one may at least point out two dominant tendencies as exhibited by
the Selected List. The first is its intensive national character—the very
large preponderance of American authors. The second is the practical ex-
clusion of all literature originally written in a foreign language.

s1 1 ——"—— — "
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TABLE VI
NUMBER OF POEMS BY AUTHORS
AND BY SUGGESTED GRADES. SELECTED LIST
A u + Vi ft y»
Primary mlSiaCe Grammar ]
I II III IV V VI VII VIII
Addison
,
Joseph 1 1
Aldrich, T. B. l 1 2
Alexander, Mrs. C. F, 1 1 2
Allingham, Wm. 2 2 4
Allison, Joy 2 2
Anonymous 2 1 3
Bangs, J. K. 1 1
Bates, Clara D. 1 1
Bennett, H. H. 1 1
Bjornson, B. 1 1
Blake, Wm. 1 1 2
Brooks, J. E. 1 1
Brooks, Phillips 1 1 2
Brown, Kate L. 3 3
Browning, Elizabeth B. 1 1
Browning, Robert 1 2 2 5
Bryant, W. C. 1 2 3 3 1 10
Bunner, H. G. 1 l
Burns, Robert 2 1 3
Byron, Lord 2 2
Campbell, Thomas 1 1 2
Carlyle, Thomas 1 1
Cary, Alice 1 1 2
Cary, Phoebe l 2 1 1 1 6
Child, Lydia M. 2 2
Coleridge, S. T
.
1 2
Cone, Helen G. 1 1
Coolidge, Susan 1 1
Cooper, George 1 3 5
Cornwall
,
Barry 1 l
Cowper, Iftri. 1 l
Deland, Mary 1 I
Dodge, Mary iX l
Drake, J. R. l
Edwards, M. B. 1 l
Emerson, R. W. 1 1 2 1 2 1 9
Field, Eugene 4 5 2 1 12
Fields, J. T. 1 1
Finch, F. M. 1 1
Foiien, Eliza 1 1
Garabrant, Nellie M. 1 1
Gould, H. F. 1 1 2
Gray, Thomas 1 1
Hale, S. J. 1 1
Hemans, Felicia 1 1 2
Herford, 0. l 1
Higinson, Ella 1 1
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TABLE VI (Cont.)
Author
Primary mecli'ax'e
r— »
Grammar ;
1 «w„ l
I II III IV V VI VII VIII
T T XHogg, James 1 2
Holland, J. G. 1 1 1 j
t t
_ t r\ tutHolmes, 0. W. 1 2 4
Hood, Thomas 1X 1
Hopkinson, Joseph X 1
Houghton, Lord 1 1 2
Howe, Julia W. 1 1
Howitt, Mary 2 2
Howlister, Mary 1 1
Hugo, Victor 1
Hunt
,
Leigh 1 1
Ingelow, Jean 1 1
JacKson, n. n. 1 2 1 4
Jexlif , Helena L. 1 1
Jewext, Saran n. 1 1
Jones, Wm. 1 1
Keats, John 1 1
Keble, John X 1
Key, F. 1 1
Kingsley, Charles 1 1 1 3
Kipling, Kucyarc 1 ij A*»
Krout, Mary 1 X
Lang, Andrew X 1X
Lanier, Sidney X 1X
Larcom, Lucy 2 X X /
Lear, Edward 1 1
Longfellow, H. W. 2 2 7 3
/ o c2p
Lovejoy
Lowell, J. R. 2 2 1 4 12
Macaulay, T. B. 1 1
MacDonald, George 1 3
Mackay, Charles X 2
Miller, Emily X 1X 2<*
Miller, Joaquin 1 1
Milnes, R. M. 1 1
Milton i J onn 1 1 2
Moore, C. C. c 2
Moore, Thomas 1 1
Morris, G. P. X X
Nesbitt, W. D. X 1X
Newman, J. H. X X
Payne, J. H, 1
Perry, Nora 1 1
Pierpont, John 1 1
Poulsson, Emilie 2 2
Proctor, Adelaide 1 1
Proctor, B. W. 1 1
Rands, W. B. 2 2
Read, T. B. 1 1
Riley, J. W. 1 2 2 2 1 8
Rossetti, Christina rfJ 1 1 7
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TABLE VI (Cont.)
Author Primary
Inter-
mediate Grammar Total
I II III IV V VII VIII
Sangstsr, Margaret 1 1 1
o - _ — Tbaxe » J . j . 1 1
Scott i Sir W. 1 1 1 3 6
Shakespeare, Wm. 1 1 2 1 3 8
Shaw, D. T» 1 1
Shelley, P. B. 2 c
Sherman, F. D. 5 4 3 1 O
Sill, E. B. 1 X
Smith, S. F. 1 1X
Southey, F. 1 1
Southey, C. 1 1
Stedman, E. 1 1
Stevenson, R. L. 13 10 O
Stoddard, R. H. 1 1
Tate, Natham 1 TX
Taylor, Bayard 1 i
Taylor, Jane 3 1 4
Tennyson, A. 2 3 2 5 3 2 17Q
Thaxter, Celia 4 2 1 1
Thomas, Edith 1 1X
Vandergrift, Margaret 1
1X
Van Dyke, Henry 1 X
Wadsworth, 0. A. 1 1
Wp "f + ci T^fta/* 1 1
Whitman, Walt 1 1
Whittier, J. 3. 1 4 1 1 7
Wilder, J. N. 1 1
Wolfe, Charles l 1
Wordsworth, Wra. 2 4 1 3 10
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TABLE VII
FREQUENCY OF MENTION OF EACH AUTHOR REPRESENTED
IN THE SELECTED LIST
Author P rimary
Inter-
mediate
Grammar
Total
I II III IV VI VII VII
Adaiscr, Joseph 1 4 c a 13
Aldricn, T. E. 4 12 2 3 11
Alexander, Mrs. i>« r. 10 8 1 1 1 1 2 1 25
Aiiingr.am, wm. 2 20 22 8 1 53
Allison, Joy 6 6 4 16
Anonymous 7 1 2 1
"1 1
JL X
Bangs, J. K. 1 5
Baxes, Kaxnerxne 4 2 1 7
Bennexx , n. n» 2 3 6 10 12 33
Bjorsen, b. 2 6 11 1 20
BiaKe , ftm. 5 3 1 3 1 2 1 16
BrooKs , J . JC. 1 2 2 5
BrooKs, Philip 2 1 9 6 8 7 oo
Brown, Kate L. 21 1 22
Browning, E. B. 1 Z
Browning R. 4 5 6 s oo 14 1 71 / O 65
Bryanx , w • w 1 11 ol 07 O ^ OA 144
Bunner, H. C. 4 9 8 2 23
bums , no o e rx 4 4 8
o 24
Byron, Lord 1 2 Qa 11
Campbell, Thomas 1 8 4 1 14
Carlyle, Thomas 3 1 13 3 2 22
Cary, Alice 3 6 9 1 4 2 2 2 0Q
Cary, Phoebe 8 14 23 4 4 12 3 68
Child, Lydia M. 12 19 11 2 1 45
Coleridge, Samuel T. 6 10 7 1 1
Cone, Helen G. 5 1 1 7
Coolidge, Susan 6 8 8 1 23
Cooper, George 14 16 J <j »
Cornwall, Mrs. S. C. 2 2 1 1 6
Cowper, Wm. 3 1 1 5
Deland, M. 2 2 1
Dodge
,
Marey M, 2 3
8
5
Drake, J. R. 1 1 4 1 2 8 3 28
Edwards, M. D. 2 2 4 8
Emerson, R. W. 3 9 8 19 9 15 15 15 93
Field, E. 46 85 49 32 4 1 217
Fields, J. T. 1 3 1 1 6
Finch, F. M. 1 1 9 3 3 17
13Follen, Eliza L. 6 7
Garabrsnt, Nellie M. 1 4 3 1 9
Gould, H. F. 1 5 5 7 1
8
19
Gray, Thomas
6
1 9
Hale, E. E. 6
Hemans, Felicia 4 6 15 11 2 1 39

TABLE VII (Cont.)
Author
Primary Intermediate Grammar Total
I II III IV V VI VII VIII
Herford, Oliver B9 5
Higinson, Ella TX 1X TX £ 8
V a rr cr T aid ft £t X X 1 (~ XX c 1 28
ID 1 X di 1 j • 7 1
1X 9 QC iX 6 26
U/klfMAM A wnoimus } y» . /• c
£
a £X 99 ox 82
noou. iiiQiuixo
TX 1X 7
jTiOpiv j. no on j josopn 1 X e X Oc . X 1X 11
riOU gn * ? * 1 9 X<3 RO 33
n 07/9 | J U lla
n owi w 6
,
ijiary
Howlister, Mary
1 X e J
c\3 xu 27
1
1 O s X 13
c X 6
nugs, vicuor 1X 10
nunx
,
LiBxgn 1 12 15 4 3 35
T v*i crol w TpowJ.iir " — y w | P3a*i A xo XX 33
Jackson, Helen A*T 13 28 27 16 6 94
Jellif Hel f»n L. 1X A 5
J ew^tt, Rflrah D X R iX 9
J n vi p ^ Wn
•
9 A 6
1^ *a fl"f Q T nV YlIvcau D j O Jiil!
i\eoxe, Jonn
X 1 5
5
V AIT T? T* O V> n "1 Oivey , r rsxic — s c & 3 5 11 5 7 2 38
Kingsley, Chas. QO O •3 •aM iX 1X 34
it.X|Jixn^j riu Lijf CLi u £. O 9 Q 26 44
i\ r ou w , m • ri
K 9 10
Liang, Anurew
1X 1X 6
jjamer, oyaney 1X 1X 1X 4 7
Larcom, Lucy O A24 1 /!lo a i 45
Toot* Ti*^ i» ' t*HJUQcir, iUVii&rU c 3 c nX 20
LiOngieilOw, n. »»• T AX** 1 9 ( 7Q q ft 46 22 415
T a T 1 Tomaa WJjOwCJ-x, james ri. X 1 1XX 9? 23 36 144
1X 9 4 2 9
H/T /^T^a vial H ^lortt* rro X f <71 D e 35
KiCLL&Cky, XJllcXlXOD «} X 1X 13
f mer, ii . o» i X5 71 eD 28
riixxer, &• m» X 1X 5
1 1 e r T TX R 11 3 25
ffline, i\» 5/1 • 1X 5
wxxoon , j • 3 1 1 5 10
l. re , - . »
cD
"3
O x t C 1 26
Moore, T. 1 3 1 5
lii V X 1 X O j V7 • * • 2 3 9 2 16
Nesbitt, W. D. 1 3 1 1 6
Newman, J. H. 3 1 2 4 10
Payne, J. H. 1 1 1 6 5 3 1 2 10
Perry, Nora 2 1 1 2 4 10
Pierpont , J
.
3 3 6 7 19
Pouls8on, E. 6 2 2 10
Proctor, A. 1 2 3 6
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TABLE VII (Coat.)
Author
Primary Intermediate Grammar
Total
I II III IV V VI VII VIII
R iv, A a W V,rlfcUlUB, VV« D» X p A qo
Rpad T- R
.
X •5fi £ 11XX
R-5 1 av T W 1 6XO J-
J
xU Q XO 73
-IDooBu 11 ! \j • 45 1 3XO AH X JO
O cul 5Tj . r i « TX O X
S n ye T . C -O CLAC | «J • VJ • TX 2£ c 5
q O 3 7f 1 2X£ TOxu 21£X 59
5h ak s^ti safe W. 1X 2£ X Q7 12 41 86
Sh aar D . T « X 3 1X 5
She liev P. B. 1 1 2 1 2 6 11 24
24 7 3 3 131
Sill, E # R. TX A 10xu 15
Smith, S. F. X X 1 5X J xu X X *r 4, O£ 2£ 59
X A*l 1X X 1X 8
AHr*mn iitrci t*(^ TX o£ 9
DOUx -™j
,
oaro .ui no £ 2£ 1X 5
xo o 1 33 50•A' *} c 1 376
Stoddard R. H. 1X O£ 1X 5
L (XwD . IV aw n Lull £ oc X £ 7
1X oc. 3 X 7
Tovl /NT* To yifli tty x o a , tic. iic 2A 5? 2 53
1U 34 22 43 36 30 233
TVi p v+ a v» f!L.'JaAwf •' | • 13 20 19 26 S 3 89
TVj Avnnfl Tt!dT*hVi 1 1 4 9
Vandergrift, M. 1 8 9
Van Dyke, Henry 1 2 1 1 5
Wadsworth, 0. A. 14 1 15
"
ratt , Isaac 4 3 7
Whitman, Walt 6 17 23
Whittier, J. G. 3 6 27 48 20 9 8 121
Wilder, J. N. 2 1 3 6
Wolfe, Chae. 2 5 1 2 10
Wordsworth, Wm. 1 6 21 26 13 21 6 7 233

The following table shows the number of poets who contributed the in-
dicated number of poems to the Selected List as shown by Table VI.
Number 1\ UiU U CI
of Poems O I ro Ou H
l 7 11 J
2 O
3 >
A4 LD
5 Z
L oc
7 2
8 3
Q
7 X
10 2
11
12 2
13 1
17 1
23 1
25 1
125
Thus, 73 or more than half of the 125 poets contributed but one poem to the
Selected List. Only eight poets, Longfellow, Stevenson, Tennyson, Sherman,
Lowell, Field, Bryant, and Wordsworth contributed ten or more poems. The 15
poets who contributed six or more poems and the number of poems contributed by
each follows:
Longfellow 25
St evenson 23
Tennyson 17
Sherman 13
Lowell 12
Field 12
Bryant 10
Wordsworth 10
Emerson 9
Riley 8
Shak espeare 8
Thaxt er 8
Whittier 7
Rossetti 7
Cary, Phoebe 6
* Scott is also credited with six poems in Table VI. This is T>robably an error.
The selection from Marmion beginning "Breathes there a Man" , is doubtless the
same as that referred to in some courses of study as "Love of Country" and "My
Native Land". If this is true Scott should be credited with but four poems. Th
comb inat i
o
n of this selection under on head would place it ninth in order of
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In order to determine the relation between the number of poems which
an author furnished to the Selected List, and the popularity of these poems
Table VII was devised. It lists the frequency of mention which each author
received in every grade in which his poem or poems were mentioned. The table
reads as follows (second line): Aldrich was mentioned by the listing of a poem
or poem written by him four times in grade two, twelve times in grade three,
twice in grade four, etc. The entries, therefore, are the "times mentioned".
The column headed "Total" gives the total mention of each author. The fifteen
authors who received the highest frequency mention are as follows:
Author Frequency of Mention
Longfellow 415
Stevenson 376
Tennyson 233
Wordsworth 233
Field 217
Bryant 144
Lowell 144
Sherman 131
Whittier 121
Jackson 94
Emerson 93
Thaxt er 89
Holmes 82
Shakespeare 86
Riley 73
2541TOTAL
Thirteen of the 15 authors on this list are also on the list of the 15 poets
who contributed the greatest number of poems to the Selected List. The first
three poets on each list are Longfellow, Stevenson, and Tennyson. The first
eight poets on both lists are likewise the same, but there is some variation
in the order of the last five. As a whole, there is a very high relation
between the number of poems contributed by a given author and the frequency
of mention which he received.
frequency on Table I. It would then read "Times Mentioned"—39 , "Cities
Mentioning"— 37, "Weighted Value"— 125.
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The two poets who were on the list of the 15 poets receiving the
high frequency of mention, but who were not on the list of the 15 poets who
contributed the most poems were Holmes and Jackson. Only four of Holmes'
poems are included in the Selected List; but each of these was very often
mentioned. Likewise the four poems contributed by Helen Hunt Jackson were
very popular. Thus the frequency of mention which she received was greater
than that of several authors who contributed a larger number of less popular
poems. The authors who contributed a large enough number of poems to place
them among the fifteen having the largest number of poems mentioned, but whose
poems were not mentioned often enough to place them among the fifteen most
frequently mentioned, were Rossetti and Cary. Rossetti contributed seven poems,
only one of which received a mention as high as seventeen, and three of which
received a mention of five (the lowest number of "mentions" which would secure
the listing of a poem), phoebe Cary with a total frequency of sixty-eight
ranked sixteen (i.e. just outside of the first fifteen) on the list of authors
arranged in order of frequency of mention.
Patriotic poems and well-known poems by authors who wrote comparative-
ly few poems inversely affects the relationship between the two tables. For
instance, "America" with a total frequency of 59 gives S. F. Smith a compara-
tively high rank in the list of "Total Frequency of Mention" while he is at the
foot of the list of "Number of Poems Contributed". The same condition holds
true for Key's "Star Spangled Banner" with a frequency of 38. Ingelow con-
tributed one popular poem "Seven Times One" with a frequency of 33; and "The
American Flag", the only poem by Drake in our list, has a frequency of mention
of 28.
Both Table VI and Table VII have been arranged to show the grades
(primary, intermediate, or grammar) for which poems by these authors were
suggested. For instance, all of Stevenson's poems are indicated in Table VI

as suitable for the primary grades. On the other hand, Tennyson's poems are
distributed throughout the grades. This is due to the different types of
his poems included in the Selected List. For example, "What Does Little
Birdie Say" is a poem whichis popular with little children and "In Memoriam"
is one which can only be appreciated by children in the higher grades, if in-
deed it is not quite beyond them. Similarly, Table VII shows that almost the
entire frequency of mention given to Stevenson is in the primary grades, only
six of his 376 "mentions" being in grades above the third. The same table
shows that Tennyson was mentioned in every grade from the first to the eighth.
VII. QUANTITATIVE STANDARDS
This study would not be complete without an attempt to determine the
amount of memory work required by the cities whose courses of study were used.
The courses varied greatly in the type of quantitative requirements which they
contained. Only 34 of the courses of study contained statements which were
definite enough to be used in a study of quantitative requirements for memory
work.
Several courses contained valuable suggestions as to methods of
memorizing poems and means of creating interest in good literature. One course
course of study—Chelsea, Massachusetts—indicated that individual differences
among pupils should be taken into consideration in the amount of memory work
required. The quotation from the Course of Study is as follows: "It is not
expected that all children will learn equal amounts nor that any will be re-
quired to master every selection, but that each teacher will use such parts
as seem best suited to the taste and ability of her class and such as she can
present most enjoyably and efficiently".
Most of the courses of study stated the requirements in terms of
poems required during the year or semester. A few stated the number of poems

required each month. All such statements were changed into the number of poems
required each year by multiplying the number required each semester by two or
the number required each month by nine.
Three courses of study (Boston, New York, and Jersey City) stated the
requirements in terms of lines of poetry required in one other case (Yonkers,
N. Y. ) specific poems were required and the lines were counted for entry in
Table VIII. These also were changed;where requirements were given in terms of
lines per week, they were in each case converted into requirements per year by
considering the school year to be composed of 36 weeks.
Table VIII shows all the cities whose courses contained definite
quantitative requirements for the memorizing of poetry. The requirements for
each grade are indicated in the form of number of the poems or number of lines
required for memory each year. Several courses did contain quantitative
statements for some grades, but not far all. In a few courses, the require-
ments were evidently unintentionally omitted. It was possible to infer the
intended requirements. Whenever such an inference was made, it was indicated by
a foot-note.
Table VttI gives the detailed requirements by courses of study.
It is perhaps not easy to secure from this arrangement a total impression.
Accordingly, Table IX has been made up to show, in the form of a distribution
table, the number of courses of study requiring the memorizing of three, four,
five,—to"over twelve" poems in each grade. This table is a condensation
from a very great amount of detail. Out of the detail comes a surprising uni-
formity throughout the grades in respect to the number of poems required to be
memorized. So far as the mode may be said to yield the best measure of general
practice, we may say that the standard number of poems required in each grade,
from the first through the eighth, is six. Although it probably forms no
proper part of this report to discuss the suitability of the mode as an indica-
tion of the general practice, it is our belief that it affordp th« h» P +.
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TABLE IX
DISTRIBUTION OF THE COURSES OF STUDY ACCORDING TO THE
NUMBER OF POEMS REQUIRED TO BE MEMORIZED IN EACH GRADE *
No. of
Poems
Cr R }L D Ii S
Required I 11 III IV V VI VII VIII
3 1
4 5 5 5 3 2 3 1
5 2 1 2 1 1 1
Q g 10 13 8 8 7 7
7 1 1 2 1 2
3 4 5 4 5 7 7 4 3
9 5 4 4 4 5 7 5 4
10 2 3 2 1 1 1
11 1
12 2 1 1 1 1 1 2
Over 12 l w 2 (*)
Total 28 30 30 28 26 26 24 19
Mode 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
Median 7 6 6 6 8 8 7 or 8 8
* Table reads: 5 courses of study required a minimum of
4 poems to be memorized in the first grade;
5 required 4 poems in the second grade, etc.
(1) Twenty poems (Oklahoma City)
(2) Nineteen poems (Oklahoma City ) and sixteen poems
(Bay City)

measure of it in this case. This is especially true when we observe the
strength of the mode, in all grades except the fifth and sixth, no other
number of poems rivals si x in the frequency with which it is required. Six
poems, therefore, for each grade may be given as our best general expression
of the best quantitative requirement for memory work.
As a criticism of the mode and as indicating the direction in which
proper requirements may go, attention is called to the medians as given in
Table IX. These are for the most part the same as the modes. In the first
grade the median is indicated as seven. As a matter of fact, if the measures
formed a discrete series, there would be justification for placing the computed
median below seven. In the upper grades, there is a well-marked tendency
for the median to exceed the mode. For example, in grade eight the median is
clearly two poems greater than the mode. This indicates that as many cities
required more than eight poems as required less than eight poems. In laying
out a course of study, therefore, for the eighth grade, one would be justified
in requiring more than the modal number of poems.
/
VIII CONCLUSION
This study is fragmentary end incomplete. It has omitted the
raemcry work of prose selections, cf proverbs and of Biblical selections. It
does not enter into the question of the value of the literary material which
is being required. It leaves out of account important state courses of
study. It represents relatively few cities from the south central and
western states. Nevertheless, it constitutes a preliminary report in a field
which will be developed further. The following points have been rather
definitely established:
A Selected List of poems based on frequency of mention.
An opportunity for making other lists based on greater frequency.
cf use.
The fact that more than half the poems mentioned were listed but
once indicating the probability that they were unwisely selected.
A grading of the poems in the Selected List.
A finding list by which the frequency and grading of any poem may
be determined.
The popularity of authors both on the basis of the number of their
poems used in the schools and on the basis of the frequency with which they
were used.
The best available answer to the question of how much memorizing of
poetry should be required in each grade.
There ere grounds for arguing that no material which enters into
tfce Course of Study should be more carefully selected than that which is
chosen to be memorized by the pupils. Out of the vast body of literature in
English we sift out a small portion for inclusion in our readers and collectio
of prose and verse. The material rejected enormously exceeds in amount the

material thus utilized.
But the selection of material, - of material which pupils will
be expected to make their permanent possession, - must be even more rigidly
defined than the material we put in our readers. Thus the body of verse
which vie are willing to suggest or require to be notorized should represent
the very best that our literature affords.
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